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ABSTRACT	 1
Presented herein are results of heat transfer tests of a 1478 con-
figuration orbiter model (50-0) conducted in the NASA Langley Research
Center Freon Tunnel (LRC/CF4). These tests were conducted at a nominal 	 r
Mach number of 6, and.at Reynolds numbers of 0.3 and 0.5 x 10 6 per foot.	
a
The objectives of the tests were to determine the effects of the low
freon specific heat ratio, y, on the heating distributions and to deter
mine the impingement of the orbiter bow shock on the wing.
The data presented include thin skin heat transfer data (tabulated
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The use of air as a test media to simulate hypersonic flight is
most conditions limited due to the inability to provide air of sufficiently
high temperature. In particular, when attempting to simulate hypersonic
flight of large vehicles in planetary atmospheres, the chemical dissocia-
tion in the high-temperature gas behind the shock wave creates large den-
sity ratios which cannot be simulated. It has been found that these large
density ratios can be experimentally obtained, without chemical dissocia
-
tion, in a media of relatively low temperature and low ratio of specific
heats. The use of freon in a wind tunnel to obtain large shock density
ratios and thus simulate real gas effects for hypersonic flight is des
scribed in Reference (1).
Thin-skin heat transfer tests of a scaled Space Shuttle orbiter
(Test OH45, Model 50-0) were conducted in a freon tunnel (described in
i
Reference (1)) to obtain a more accurate simulation of atmospheric entry
flight conditions. The purpose of this report is to presentthe results














S_ ymbol Symbol Definition Units	 {
b Model skin thickness inches	 +
c Specific heat of model material BTU/lbm-°R	 3
Cp CP Specific heat at constant pressure BTU/lbm-°R	 ?
of airstream
h H Heat transfer coefficient BTU/ftz-sec-°R
h/ho H/HREF Ratio of local to reference heat
transfer coefficients, h/ho
H Enthalpy BTU/lb
NI MACH Mach number
P Pressure psia
q Heat flux BTU/ ft2-sec
qot Stagnation point heat transfer rate BTU/ft2-sec
calculated using Fay and Riddel's
equation
rs Radius of scaled one foot sphere ft.
TIAW/HT Adiabatic wall temperature ratio,
Taw/To}
R Gas constant ft-lb/slug-°R

















W	 Density of model material 	 Tbm/ft3
x	 X	 Distance along the curved surface 	 ft,
of a scaled one foot sphere
X/L	 X/L	 Longitudinal location of fuselage
surface, X/L, fraction body length
X/C	 X/C	 Longitudinal location on wing lower
surface, X/C, fraction wing chord
Z(WL)	 Z(WL)	 Vertical distance measured from W.L.
(vertical tail reference root chord). inches
Y(BP)	 Y(BP)	 Lateral distance from C.L. 	 inches
2Y/B	 2Y/B	 Local spanwise position/wing semi-span
u	 Viscosity	 lb•-sec/f t2
P	 Density	 lb-sec2/ft4
Angles:
a	 'ALPHA	 Angle between model centerline 	 degrees
and wind vector
as	ALPHAS	 Pitch angle of the support strut 	 degrees
sector
i
t, S	 BETA	 Angle of sideslip 	 degrees
PHZ	 Roll angle of model	 degrees
r









Seventy-seven thermocouples were used to obtain thin-skin heat trans-
fer data at the test conditions shown in Table 1. The run schedule shown
in Table II lists the sixteen good heat transfer runs and three good oil
flow runs obtained during the test.
In addition to thin-skin heat transfer data, oil flow data was ob-
tained during Test OH45. Three oil flow runs were made at the end of the
test using the 50-0 model, without its instrumentation hooked-up, and a
-139A modified orbiter model. The -139A modified orbiter was configuration
X64 of the 46-0 thermal paint model. It was non-instrumented. Polaroid
photographs were taken of the oil flow patterns after each run.
Since the ail flow runs were not pertinent to the purpose of Test OH45.,
a
they will not be discussed throughout this report except as follows:
1. The test conditions are presented in Table I.
2. The run conditions are presented in Table II
i
3,	 The -139A modified orbiter nomenclature are presented ire "Config- s
i
urations Investigated", and the dimensional data are presented in	 {
Table TV. Reference (2)-gives a description of the -139A modi-
fied orbiter. i
4.	 The oil flow model coating is described in "Test OH45 Test	 3
Procedures".	 {
The model 50-0 instrumentation did not present any problems during
the test; however, two faulty thermocouples, #8 and #14, were found during
model installation, and one thermocouple, #54, had its polarity reversed.
r.




Model 50-0 is a 0.006-scale representation of the Space Shuttle
orbiter. It is a full-span cast stainless steel (17-4 PH) model of orbi-
ter lines -147B. It has thin skin inserts on the bottom centerline, top
centerline, windshield area left fuselage side, and left wing lower sur-
face. Elevon, rudder, and body flap'deflections were not simulated.
Nomenclature for model 50-0 is as follows:






Table III presents the model 50-0 dimensional data.
Nomenclature for the -139A modified orbiter (46-0, #4 model) 4.s as
follows











Instrumentation on model 50-0 consisted of seventy-seven iron-constan-
tan thermocouples, with Kapton. insulation, spot welded to the thin-skin
inserts.	 The location of each thermocouple and the skin thickness at each
location are given in Table V.	 figure 1 illustrates the thermocouple
.t
locations.
Tunnel parameter instrumentation consisted of two pressure transducers
and one thermocouple. The transducers measured tunnel stagnation pressure
and the nozzle exit pitot pressure. 	 The thermocouple measured tunnel
stagnation temperature.r,
All model 50-0 thermocouples could not be recorded simultaneously.
=i Depending on their location, they were divided into two groups-for recording











Test OH45 was conducted in the NASA LRC Freon Tunnel. Freon 14 was
the test medium. The tunnel has an open-jet test section with a core
about fifteen inches in diameter. It operates at a nominal Mach number
of 6 and over a nominal Reynolds number range of 0.1 to 0.7 x 10 6 per foot.





`	 The model was sting mounted to a 30 degree offset sting adapter used.
for obtaining 25, 30, and 35 degree angles of attack. The adapter attached
to the model support strut . , Thermocouple leads were routed through the
'	 offset sting adapter and then taped externally to the support strut. Fig-
ures 2a, b, and c show model 50-0 installed in the LRC /CF4 Tunnel:
t Model 50-0 was programmed automatically to inject and stay on the




Angles of attack (a) and angle of sideslip ( f3)'were obtained by sim-
ultaneously pitching and rolling ' the model at the offset sting adapter
according to the following equations:
a = tan
-1 








where as is the pitch angle of the strut sector, and is the model roll
angle.	 9
Changing the thermocouple recording between grcup A and group B re-
quired a simple switch of instrumentation, patchboards; therefore groups
z
A and B were run "back-to-back" For a given set of model and test con-
ditions. Thus all thermocouples were recorded on tape through the Data
Acquisition System (DAS) for given model and test conditions. For each
run, thermocouples not recorded on the DAS were recorded on osci ilograph









One colored Schlieren per run was taken during acquisition of the
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The thermocouple heat transfer data was reduced using the one-dimen-
sional thin wall equation:
dT




where-the symb.ols are defined in the nomenclature section. Stainless
steel 17-4 PH was used in the fabrication of instrumented thin skin
sections. A curve of specific heat, c, as a function of temperature is
presented in figure 3. All thermocouples were iron-constantan. The
e ensity,	 o t e mo e mater 














' at r	 1.0, ,9, .85
q
Computed ratio of local heat
,










The ratio of local heat transfer coefficient to reference heat transfer
coefficient was computed at adiabatic wall temperature ratios of r = _.85,._
.90,	 and 1.0.
The Test OH45 tabulated data is in the following format:
Symbol Description
Tunnel data
ALPHA- Model angle of attack
t MACH -Tunnel freestream Mach number




TO Tunnel stagnation'tempera lCure (OR)












TABLE I.	 TEST OH45 OPERATING CONDITIONS
f
n
G Nominal Mach Number	 Nominal Reynolds Number
1.	 Thin-Skin-Data 	 6 0.3 x 106/foot
6 0.5 x 10 /foot
2.	 Oil-Flow Data	 6 0.5 x 106 /foot
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TABLE III. MODEL 50-0 DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 	 Fuselage, Conf ration 3A ner Rnekwel
Lines VL70-000147 B.




MODEL COMPONENT cArrox - c7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 3 per Rockwell Lines VL70-00013 9
moDEL SCALE: o.006
TABLE III. - CONTINUED
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY FLAP - F5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION I 







TABLE III. — CONTINUED
l
MODEL COMPONENT :	 oMS POD - M4
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 .Lnnf
—_Qiratinn 3 per Rockwell T.i nes VL70-0001ic)







DIMENSIONS ° FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length - In. ^46.o 2.076
Max Width - In. 108.0 0.648













iTABLE III. - CONTINUED
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Centerline vertical. tail, double -wedge airfoil
with rounded leading edge.
MODEL SCALE:	 0.00E
DRAWING KUBER:	 VL70-000139
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA	 2 1
Area (Theo) - Ft j
Planform 425.92 0.0153.	 I
r Span (Theo) - In. 315,72 1.89+4
Aspect Ratio 1.675y 1.675	 1
Rate of Taper +0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio o M4 0
Sweep-Back-Angles - Deg.
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000(
Trailing Edge 1 27+ 26.2
0.25 Element , Line _	 41-130 .1 30	 n
Chords:
Root (Theo) WP 268.50 T 1.611
Tip (Theo) WP 108^+^7l- 0651 r
MAC 199 1 .19
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463-50
W.P. of .25 MAC 35-522, 3.
_811
B:T T. of ;25 MAC 0.00 0 .00
,. Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 10.000 10.0_00
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. — 1+.920
__
1+.920
Leading Edge Radius. 2.00 2.00
Void Area 13.17
Blanketed Area 0.00 0.00'
24
_.	 1
`ABLE III, - CONCLUDED
MODEL COMPONENT: 	 WIMG41j,
F_
GENERA: DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuration 3A per Rockwell Lines U70-000"47B.
..
NOTE:	 Identical to W107
	 except lowered 3.5" and increased cuff
incidence.
MomscALZ:	 0.006
TEST NO. DWG, NO.	 yr7o	 yQZ47
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALD: MODEL SCALEv^
TOTAL DATA




Planform ^^oo.ao o ^^8
Span (Theo	 In. 5.62
Aspect Ratio,..
Rate of Taper
Taper Ratio n 20^. Q.Dihedral Angle, degrees 4 yIncidence Angle, degrees 0.50,E, go
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + + 3:P 4











Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
^,g....... ^ •'^,^...,.^._...
. W.P.  of .25 MAC Lr774
 ^




H o) - Ft2 1Z52.20 0.063
Span , (Theo)	 In. BP 108 4.324
Aspect Ratio 2.0 2-05 1
Taper Ratio o	 ^ 0.2451
Chords
Root BP10$ .562,40 a^^
Tip  1.00 b
_ ..
1
.37 :$. o &P.7
MAC	
2
C 1..•^ 0.. 2. ,3 8
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 11	 .-? 7.112
W.P. of .25 MAC 29 .70 J. CEO
B.Lv of .25 MAC 251.76 1.5 zl
Airfoil Section (yRockwe^/l^l Mod NASA)
Root b	 a 0.10
y
Tip br
iii	 , y	 r a	 ^• ^i n





Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. , @ Sta	 SOD •
.0Q_
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sts
.I4$^ • ^. ^^ - _^
25
MODEL COMPONENT ; 	 BODY - B1.4
n




DRAWING NUMBER	 .-uz.7c^ ooru^^ i
i




u Length - In. _.-1290.3r 7.65148
4[
Max Width -.	 In.. 267.6 1.58687 	'..
Max Depth - In. 244.5 1.44988
'
8



















TABLE IV. - CONTINUED
MODEL COMPONENT :	 BODY FLAP - F^
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Body flag located on the lower %ft end 4f the
n orbiter fuselage.
MQDF,LS.0-ALE' 	 0.00503_
DRA WI NG NUMBER ' VL70-000139
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL. SCALE
Length - In.
- ZQ 0.50227
















TABLE IV. - CONTINUED
MODEL COMPONENT '-OMS POD- Mh
U C IN F_ r1% /A L_ U L:	 r% F i -k a Q&-W V&MA-k-& "22.6AES
MODEL SCALE:	 0-00593
DRAWING NUMBER'	 39
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length	 In. -346.o 2.05118
Max Width	 In. lo8,o o.64o44







C of OMS Pod
WP	 463 . 9 in F.S.:	 WP 400 + 63 . 9	 463.9
BP	 80.00 in. F.S.
-6Length 1214.0 to 1560-0	 34	 o in.F.S.
NOTE:	 Mk identical to M3 of 2A configuration except intersection to body
29
TABLE IV. - CONTINUED
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL- V7
 - Lightweight orbiter configuration
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail, double -wedge
 airfoil




DRAWING NUMBER: 	 VL70-000139, VL70-000095







Span,	 (theo.)- In. 315,72- 221.	 72
Aspect Ratio 1..675 1.75
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio 0.404 0. !	 —
Sweep-back Angles - Deg.
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge 26-.249 2(
0.25 Element Line 41.130 41.30
9
Chords:
Root, (Theo) WP 268-50 1.59220
Tip (Theo) WP 10+77 0.+V3323 _
x MAC 199-81 1.1	 7
Fug . Sta.'of 0.25 MAC 1463-50 ..6785
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 635-.522 3.7686+
4
B.L. of 0.25 MAC 0.0 0.0
S
Airfoil Section
g Leading Wedge Angle, Deg. 10.000 10.000
Trailing Wedge Angle, Deg. 14.920 14.920
Leading Edge Radius - In. 2.00 2.00'





-	 TABLE IV. - CONCLUDED
` MODEL COMPOKENT:	 WING-W IQ"
	
- New lightweight orbiter (modified)
ENERA'-
 DESCRI O TiON:	 Orbi ter *ringfnr Mnael 46 -4_	 NOTE-	 n; hpdrnl^nngb- j z	 )
defined at the lower surface of the wing at , ht
 t e
	 element line projected
fl into a plane perpendicular to the FRL. Underside of the wing-body is smoothly
`	 tG faired to a saucer shape. MODEL SCALE:	 0.00593
"EST1n. DWG. NO.
	 vL7o-oo0139A
' DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
F TOTAL DATA
Area	 eo.) _	 Ft2
Planform 26go.00 0. 09459
Span (Theo	 In. 936.68 5.554 51
j Aspect .Ratio 2.265 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200
_4.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3.500
-' Incidence Angle, degrees 3.000 3.000
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
+ 3.000 + 3:000
i Leading Edge 45.nnn 45.nOn
Trailing Edge in.P4 _ i0_24
0.25 Element Line 35.209 35.209
Chords
Root (Theo) B. P.0.0. tiR^_ 4- n,97
--.10Tip . (Theo) B.P. 0.81745
MAC 4Z4,8i P.81,56-0
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i,	 _8g
W.P. of .25 MAC Po9_Pn„_, /_Ta^fl
B.L. of .25 MAC iAp.i,3 -
 1:oPnn3
EXPOSED DATA
Area	 eo) - Ft2 _,1752.29 o .Q6] 62
Span, (Theo)	 In. BP108 72o.68 4,27361
Aspect Ratio 2.058 2.058
Taper Ratio 0.2491 0.245
Chords
Root BP108 562.44 3...^^5D3




Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC 1185.31 7.02889
W.P. of .25 MAC 100.20 i.78019
B.L. of .25 MAC- 14x.76 0,85250
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b _ 0.12 0.12
Tip b_ 0.12 0.12






 Ft2 i P0. 33 nn fP	 {Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 5(0 3.32080
R Leading Edge intersects Wing @ Sta 1p 5_n i3T5S
31
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34 .034 2.323 •30 5ldevoia^l 55 .031 .149 .05 4016 lWing
35 •033 2.323 .30 56 .030 .298 .10 40% 8P-187.33
36 .034 2.323 .30 57 .030 .598 .20 40% i
37 .035 3.097 .40 58 .029 .896 -301, 4M, 
38 .034 3.097 .40 59 .028 .195 .40 j.. 40%
39 .035 3.097 .40 6o .028 .494 .50 40r e•
40 .035 3.871 .50 61 .028 .793 ,60 4 r
41 .034 3.871 .50 62 .028 .092 ,,.70 4 :A
42 .035 3.871 .50 63 .029 .390 .80 2 4
43 • 035 4.645 .60 64 .029 .689 .90 4096 , r
44 • 033 4.645 .60	 ! ' 65 .034 .215 .10 60% 9 ljCO
45 • 035 4.645 .60 66 .032 .430 .20 60%-
46 .034 5.419 .70 67 .031 .644 .30 60%
47 .032 5.419 .70 68 .030 .859 .40 6C%
48 .035 5.419 .70 j 69 .0301-074 .50 60%
49 •038 6.387 .825 oM5 Pod 70 •030 .289 .60 600
50 .035 .774 .10 Chine 71 . 030 1.50 .701 60;8
51 .035 1.161 .15 Chine 72 .0291-718 .80 60%
S2 .035 1.548 .20 Chine 73• .0291-933 .90 60%
53 .035 1.316 .170 Canopy 74 .034 .29 .20 80^ 3P=314.67
54 .035 3.290 .425 Yid 9ody 75 .034 .595 .40 80`lf
76 .034 .893 .60 80'
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Figure 1. - 50-0 Orbiter Thermocouple Locations
35
2(a). Model 50-0 in the NASA LRC/CF 4 Tunnel














2(c). Model 50-0 in the NASA LRC/CF 4 Tunnel
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	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .000	 .550	 2,956 ALPHA 25.000	 BETA	 .000
Cl 117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000
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'	 FIG 4	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
 
PAGE	 1
CH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSBOII
SYMBOL YCBP)
	
HAW/HT RN/l PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .000	 ..900 2.956 ALPHA 25.000.	 BETA	 .000
El 117.000 MACH 61000	 ALPHAS	 25.000
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FIG 4	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
PAGE	 2
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE(RQSB01)
SYMBOL Y{BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .000
	 1.000 2.956	 ALPHA 25.000	 BETA
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OH45 B22C7W11LM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB03)
SYMBOL YtBP)
	
HAW/HT RN/l PARAMETRIC VALUESp .000	 .850 3.149 ALPHA 35.000	 BETA	 .000
q 117;000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 35.000



































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH




	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB03)
SYMBOL	 YCOPi	 PAW/14T	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 .000
	 .900	 3.149 ALPHA 35.000 BETA .000
q 	 117.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS 35.000
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FIG
	 4	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB03)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .000	 I.000 3.149 ALPHA 35.000	 BETA	 .000
q 117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 35.000
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OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE(ROSB05)
SYMBOL Y18P)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES0 .000	 .850 2.951 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000Q 117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH	 M-- -3
FIG 4	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION 	 !
PAGE	 7
OH45 B22C7W 1 1 1 M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE CROSBO53
SYMBOL YCBP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .000	 .900 2.951 ALPHA- 30.000	 BETA	 .000,
Cl 117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000




OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB05)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L
Q .000 	 1.000 2.951 ALPHA
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CH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECRQSB05) --._-	 -
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
O .000	 .850	 5.284 ALPHA 30.000 BETA	 .000
q 117.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.000
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CH45 B22C7WllIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECRQSB05)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RIN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
O .000	 .900 5.284 ALPHA 30.000
	
BETA	 .000q 117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECRQSB05)
SYMBOL	 YCBP)	 HAW/HT 	 RN/L	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 1000	 1.000	 5.284	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA.	 .000
117.000
	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH















OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE(ROSB07)
z SYMBOL Y(SP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .000	 .850 3.121 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, XiL, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 4
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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0H45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB'07)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
_ 0 .000	 .900 3.12I ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
Q' 117,000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000



























0	 000	 1.000	 3.121	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 	 117,000
	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
PHI
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-.	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 4
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OH45 B22C:7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECRC)SB07)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .000	 1900 5.144 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 1I7.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 4




OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB07)
SYMBOL Y(BP)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 _.Q .000	 1.000 5.144	 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
117.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 4
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
IROSSOII p OH45	 822C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE 	 25.000	 .000	 6.000
CROSS03) 
	 CH45	 822C7W1IIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE 	 35.000	 .000	 6.000
CRSB05) 
	 OH45	 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 5	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L -	 2.956 HAW/HT	 1.000 Y(BP) = 117,000	 PAGE	 20
r
k
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGI
RN/L =	 2.951	 HAW/FiT=	 .850 Y(BP)	 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 6	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
(ROSB05) 8 OH45	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE 	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 6	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L -	 2.951 HAW/HT	 .900 Y(BP) =	 .000	 PAGE	 23
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSB05) Q CH45
	 B22C7b/111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
CROS807I l! OH45
	 B22C7k111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
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LONGI`TUDIN'AL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 6




	 2.951	 HAW/HT=	 .900 Y(8P)
	 117.000	 PAGE	 24
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA
	 BETA	 MACH
(ROSB05) 0 OH45	 622C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 6
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L =	 2.951	 HAW/HT=	 1.000 Y(BP)
	 .000	 PAGE	 25
kDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSB053 Q OH45	 822C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	 30:000	 .000	 6.000
(ROSB07 ) LJ OH45
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
F 1 R fi	 FI 1SFI AGF I OWFR SI JRFArF n 1 UR 1 RI )T t PIN VAR 1 AT i AN W i TN ANGI F AF S i nFSI t P
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROS605)	 OH45	 822C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000
	 .000	 6.000
CROS807)	 CH45	 822C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
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FIG 6
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION ! VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L -	 5.284 HAW/HT=	 .850 Y(BP) =
	 .000	 PACE	 27
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROS805I	 OH45	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	
30:000	 .000	 6.000



































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE. X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 6	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRI.6UTION VNIRIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
{	 RN/L =	 5.284 HAW/HT=	 .850 YCBPI	 117.000	 PAGE	 28
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSB05)	 0	 CH45	 B22C7HII1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE.	 X/La	 FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG
	 6	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE OISTRIBUTION'VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSS053 R OH45	 B22C7p111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	
30..000	 .000	 6-.000
CROSB07] u CH45 -
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 6	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L =	 5.284 HAW/HT=	 .900 Y{BP)	 117.000	 PAGE	 30
r	 ,
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RQSB05)CH45
	
B22C7NIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LONER SURFACE
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG G	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L _	 5.284 HAW/HT=	 1.000 Y(BP) _	 .000	 PAGE	 31
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CR05805] a CH45	 B22C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
	
30.000	 000	 6.000
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{	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 6
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP























.S50	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 .000
MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL.LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 7	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH REYNOLDS NUMBER
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OH45 B22C7W1i1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB05)
SYMBOL RN/L	 Y(BPJ MAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.951	 117.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BET	 .000
q 5..284 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB07)
SYMBOL RN/L	 Y(BP) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121	 .000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.144 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 7
	 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH REYNOLDS NUMBER
PAGE
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OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACECROSB07)
SYMBOL RN/L	 YCBP) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121	 117.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.144 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 7




OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUO2)
SYMBOL Z(WL)	 HAM/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 375.000	 .850	 3.034 ALPHA 25.000	 BETA	 1000
q 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE,	 X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 8	 FUSELAGE SIOEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUO2)
SYMBOL ZCWL)	 HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 375.000	 .900	 3.034 ALPHA	 25.000	 BETA	 .000
q 400.000 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000



























OH45	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUO23
SYMBOL	 Z(VIL)	 '	 HAW/HT	 RN/L
	
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 375.000	 1.000	 3.034	 ALPHA	 25.000	 BETA	 .000
0	 400.000	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000
Q	 425,000	 PHI	 .000	 PHIS	 .000
LL	
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 8	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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Q 375.000	 .900	 3.221 ALPHA 35.000 BETA	 000_-__;
q 400.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 35.000
0 425.000 PHI .000 PHIS	 .000
W 465.000
QC (1 472.9002 C ,50100
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FIG
	 8	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45	 B22C7WIlIM075 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU04)
SYMBOL ZCXL)	 HASP/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 375.000	 1.000	 3.22.1 ALPHA 35.000 BETA .000
q 400.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS 35.000
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OH45 B22C7WIllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU06)
SYMBOL Z(WL)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 375.000	 .850 2.987 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q 400.00U MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 8
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU06)
SYMBOL Z(WL) 	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 375.000	 .900 2.987 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000	
_..
El 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
Q 425.000 PHI .000	 PHIS	 .000
LL 465.000
472.900
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FIG 8
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU06)
SYMBOL Z(WL)	 HAS!/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 375.000	 1.000	 2.987 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG	 8	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL ANN UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE(ROSUOGI
SYMBOL Z:MLI
	
HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES	 — --
Q 375.000	 .850 5.313 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
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OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE(ROSU06)
SYMBOL AWL)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q ;`,000	 .900 5.313 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 000
q 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 ?0.000
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FIG 8
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTIOV
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE(ROSUOG)
SYMBOL	 ZCWLJ	 HAW/HT	 RN/L
	
PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 375.000	 1.000	 5.313	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 .000	 —'--.
I	 q 	 400.000	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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CH45 B2.2C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACErRQSU08)
SYMBOL ZCWL)	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 375.000	 .650 3.121 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 !,000
[] 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 8
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45
	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUOS)
SYMBOL Z(NL)
	 HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUESp 375.000	 .900
	 3.121 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA 1.000q 400.000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS 30.000
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FIG 8	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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tOH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU08)
SYMBOL	 Z(WL) HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES


























































8 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUOS)
SYMBOL




O	 375.000	 .850	 5.244	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
	
q 	 400.000	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH

























	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU08)
SYMBOL	 ZCWL) -	 HAW /HT	 RN/L
	
PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 375.000	 .900	 5.244	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 1.000













^-•^ OH45	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE(ROSU08)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA BETA	 MACH
CROSUO2) Q CH45	 B22C7NIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	 25.000
.0 RDSUO4) [O^	 U,'45	 B22C7Wl 11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	
35.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 9
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L —	 3.034 HAW/HT=	 1.000 Z(WL) = 375.000	 PAGE	 55
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATSON DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CRUSUO2)	 CH45	 B22C7ti111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	
25.000	 .000	 6.000(ROSU04) R OH45	 822C7Y11IM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 35.000 	 .000	 6.000	 vz	 —
CROSU06 )"	 OH45	 B22C7M111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
LLW
Z.- ..
























a	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 9	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR,W/ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L
	 3.034 HAW/HT=	 1.000 ZCWL) = 425.000	 PAGE	 5G
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA MACH
CROSUO23 OH45	 S22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 25.000 .000 6.000
































2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
F IG 9	 FUSELAGE S I DEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR . W/ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L
	
3.034 HAW/HT=	 1.000 ZC,WLI	 465.000	 PA:3E	 57
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH



































`	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 9	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN1L _	 3.034 HAW/HT=	 1.000 Z(WL) = 472.900	 PAGE	 58
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSUO2)Q CH45	 822C7VlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 	 25.000	 .000	 6.000
CROSU04 ) (L^J CH45	 B22C7NlIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 	 35.000	 .000	 6.000




































-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 6	 .8	 1 0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 9	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.WIANGLE OF ATTACK



























	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON.FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/La FRACTION BODY LENGTH 	 I
a
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE



































—'.2	 0	 ,2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.'S/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 .850 Z(WL) =425.000	 PAGE	 61





CH45	 B22C7WlIlM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 	 30.000	 .000
(ROSU08),	 OH45





































-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUD •I-NAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, 	 FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.ti/SIDESLIP ANGLE
`	 RN/L =	 2.997	 HAW /HT=	 .850	 Z(WL3 = 465.-000	 PAGE	 G2
if
F
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH







































L I _l . L 1 .
. 0 1	 --  i ..
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—.2	 0	 2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 10
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR W/SIDESLIP ,ANGLE
RN/L =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 850 ZCWL) =472.900	 PAGE	 63
f
7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU06)	 OH45
	
822C7N111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 6.000

























1 —.2	 0	 2	 .4	 .6	 8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
}
	
'FIG 10	 FUSELAGE S'IDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
,F	







CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION';	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU05) p OH45
	 B22C7W11IM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 	 30.000	 ..000	 6.000


























.2	 0	 .2	 . 4 	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 900 ZCWL7 = 375.000	 PAGE	 G5
iDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
(ROSU06)	 OH45	 B22C7M111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 30.000	 .000	 6.000
CROSU08)	 _OH45	 B22C7Wlll M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE








































0	 .2	 .4	 .G	 .3	 1.0	 1.2	 1,4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTK
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 .900 ZCWLI	 425.000	 PAGE	 GG
t
_.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA	 BETA MACH
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	 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
' FIG 10 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.k/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L	 = 2.987	 HAW/HT=	 .900 ZCW !_)	 = 465.000 PAGE 67
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU06)	 CH45	 822C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	 30.000	 _000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE-SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION.VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
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J	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10




	 .90C G(WL)	 501.000	 PAGE	 69
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








































.^	 0 	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR,W/SI_DESLIP ANGLE
RN/L' =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 1.000 ZCWLI	 375.000	 PAGE	 70
r




	 622C7N1.11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	
30.000	 000	 6.000





























-.2	 0	 2	 .4	 6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL' LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
j	 FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEW,ALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L
	 2'.987 HAW/HT=	 1.000 Z(WL)	 425.000	 PAGE	 71
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU06') B CH45
	 B22C7VIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	
30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10
	
FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE


































-.2 '	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1 .0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W /SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 1.000 ZCWL)	 472.900	 PAGE	 73
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
(ROSU06)	 CH45	 B22C7M1LiM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE







































-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4k
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 10	 F'USELAGE_SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLI-P ANGLE
RN/L
	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .850 Z(WL) =375.000
	 PAGE	 75
I '. 00

























LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALE AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLI ►P ANGLE
RN/L	 5.313 HAW/HT	 .850 ZCWL) = 425.000	 PAGE	 76
ti
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSUO6) Q
	 OH45	 B22C7WIlI M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
	 30.000	 1000	 6.000
CROSU08'-) (_J
	
OH45	 B22C7W1I1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE




































f LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L,.
8
FRACTION BODY LENGTH 1.4
FIG 10;
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .850 Z(WL)	 465 000"	 PAGE	 77













































.LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE. X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FLS.ELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN /L =	 5.313 HAW /HT=	 .850 Z(WL)	 472.0-00	 PAGE	 78
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CCSCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU06)Q CH45	 B22C7W1IiM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE 30.000
	
.000	 6.000















































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR,W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .850 Z(WL) = 501.000
	 PAGE	 79
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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LONGITU21NAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH




.900 Z(WL3	 375.000	 PAGE	 80
i
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA
	 BATA	 MACH
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LONGITUD'INAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE', X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L -	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .900 ZCWLI = 425..000
	
PAGE	 81
3s'	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH-




























2	 0	 2	 .46	 .8	 1..0	 1.2	 1.4
_	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10
	
FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION'VAR W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L	 5.313 HAW/HT - .900" ZCWL) = 465.000	 PAGE	 82
•ekw.,...... 	 . _	 r..a..r....'.,..tae...	 - -:.	 .w.,m,,.....:..u_...........s...d.a,..e.u._,;:^......Fr..s.....:....y r......^:,..e,..e.. _..d.,....u...,.,....i^..:;. ^. 	 ....._.._ 	 '..:.: ^	 . ._ 5sd_^.._..yea. 	 ..	 .y,..	 .	 . _._	 >...	 ^. ...	 K,.:. __	 . ._,..;	 ^^.^...	 .. ^ _.._ __
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSU06 3 n OH45	 822C7H111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPF,P SURFACE
	
30.000	 .000	 6.000
CROSU08) []	 OH45	 822C71{111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UFP; s SURFACE
	 30.000	 1.000	 61000
11
W



































CK	 -.2	 0	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 114
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10 - FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.WISIDESLI P ANGLE
RN/L	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .900 Z(WL] = 472.900	 PAGE	 83
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
IROSU06) 
8 
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4	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE. X%L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 1*0
	
FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L
	










































t-	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH





































-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE






























	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE. X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION UAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 i.000 ZCWL) = 465.000	 PAGE	 87
^3j
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
CROSUOG)	 OH45









































-.2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 ,8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
F'IG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.WISIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L =	 5.313 HAW/HT	 1.0070 ZCWLJ	 472.9CO	 PAGE	 88
r---t
i.;.e..n.a.v..	 '..........:^^-..Sur.t•.tic:.tiwrix
	 '.."xw4aa.a...a... 	 .aa,..s^:-i:...	 ..	
























	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1 .0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
	
FIG 10	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/SIDESLIP ANGLE
RN/L
	 5.313 HAW/HT	 1.000 Z ( L)
	 501 .000	 PAGE	 89
OH45 6z2u / w 111 M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURF ACE C ROSUUG J
SYMBOL RN/L
	 ZCWLJ HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.987	 375.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q 5.313 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000





































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE. X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG II




OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSUOS)
SYMBOL RN/L	 Z(WL) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.967	 425.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1000
5.313 MACH 6,000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LEWTH
FIG 11*




OH45 B22C7WITIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECRQSU06) ----. —
SYMBOL RN/L
	 ZCWL) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.987	 465.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000


































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG lI
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/REYNOLDS NUMBER
s	 PAGE	 92
©H45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU06)
SYMBOL' RN/L	 ZEWL)	 HAS`/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.9B7	 472.900	 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q 5.313 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000



































_,2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 11
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE `DISTRIBUTION VAR.WIREY..N3LOS NUMBER
PAGE	 53
.,	 r
........... ........ ..,... 	 ..	 _...,... ..
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE(ROSUOG)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 ZCWL HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES0 2.987	 501.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA













































-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .0	 .8	 1.0
	
1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
4
	
FI'G 11	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/REYNOLDS NUMBER
PACE	 94
L
OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECRQSU08)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 Z(WL) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121
	 375.000 .850 ALPHA 20.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONG-ITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION! BODY LENGTH




OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU08)
SYMBOL RN/L:
	 ZCWL) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
	 -
p 3.121	 425.000 .950	 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L, FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 11








OH45 822G7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU08)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 Z(WL9 HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUESQ 3.121
	 465.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
0 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000








































l^^ ^ '^ l A i
i
j
OH45 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECRQSU093
SYMBOL RN/L
	 ZCxU HAW/HT P;kRAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121	 472.900 .850	 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.,000
El 5.294 MACH G.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000



































.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L. FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG ll
	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/REYNOLDS NUMBER
PACE	 98
IOH45 922C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACECROSU08)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 ZCWL) HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121
	 501.000 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON FUSELAGE SURFACE, X/L+ FRACTION BODY LENGTH
FIG 11	 FUSELAGE SIDEWALL AND UPPER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VAR.W/REYNOLDS NUMBER
PACE
	 99
OH45 B22C7WlllM4'.17F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW02)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT RV/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .400	 .850 3.034 ALPHA 25.000	 BETA	 .000
.500 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000










































































OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW02l
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .400	 S00 3.034 ALPHA 25.000	 BETA	 1000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 25.000




r Ai:7 	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 	 CRQSW02)	 ^-
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
.100	 1.000	 3.034 ALPHA	 25.000 BETA .000
.600 MACH	 6.000 ALPHAS 25.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 12





OH45 822C7W111M4V7F5 'WING LOWER SURFACE CRQSW04)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .400	 .850 3.221 ALPHA 35.000	 BETA	 .000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 35.000










































LONGITUDINAL-LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD








OH45 e22C7WlilM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW04)
SYMBOL 2Y/B-	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .400	 .900 3-.221 ALPHA 35.000	 BETA	 000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 35.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 12	 WING COWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
MT	 iis•i
IOH45	 - B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE CROSW04)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT HN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES0 .400	 11000 3.221 ALPHA 35.000	 BETA	 .000
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LONGITUDINAL 'L©CATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE. X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
	




OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE CROSWOG)
SYMBOL 2Y /B	 HAMLHT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES0 .400"	 .850 2.987 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA
	
.000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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E	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 12
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION.
t RAGE	 1CG
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
	
FIG 12	 WING LOWER SURFAICE DISTRIBUTION
PAGE	 .0^arc	 : .
CH45	 B22C7WlllM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE LROSWOG)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .400	 1.000	 2.987 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT' RN/L









	 30.000	 BETA	 .000
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FIG 12	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
	
WAGE	 109
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (RGSWOG)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT RN/L - - - PARAMETRIC VALUESQ .400	 .900 5.313 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000	 =?






































OH45 822C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE CRGSW06)
SNVSOL 'LY/B	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
ll 400	 1.000 5-.313 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE. X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
	
FIG 12
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
	
rA rF 	III
OH45 -822C7W11lMlV7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE ( ROSW08)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HTRN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
°')
O .400	 .850 3.121 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000	 '-
q 600 MACH 6.CCO	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD






































OH45 B22C7W1I1M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE CROSW083
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAM/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .400	 .900 3.121 ALPHA 30,000	 BETA	 1.000
600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000	 ^f--^
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OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSWO8)
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 -HAW/HT	 RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 .400	 1-.000	 3.121 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
.600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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.	 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 12	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
	
PAGE	 114
OH45 132=W11IM,'V7175 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW03)
SYMBOL 2Y%B	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES0-
.400	 .850 5.249 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 12	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
	
PASS	 115
OH45 822C7WlllM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW08)
SYMBOL 2Y/B
	
HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
_	 --0 .400 	 .900 5.244 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 11000
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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1LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD	 -
	
FIG 12
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
	
PAGE	 1"8
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW087
SYMBOL 2Y/B	 HAW/HT RN/L PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q .400	 1.000 5.244 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000	
....
q .600 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
	
FIG 12
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION
DICTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA MACH
CROSW02) OH45	 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 25.000 .000 6.000
CRf]Sx04 ) OH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 W ING LOWER SURFACE 35.000 .000 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE. X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 13	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK





DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA MACH
IROSWO21 111115D22G7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 25.000 .000 5.000
CRGSW04 ) OH;5	 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 35.000 .000 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 13	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L _	 3.034
	
HA'rJ!}-iT=	 1.000	 2Y/8 _	 ,G^C	 PAGE	 119
_.	
t
DATA 'SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA MACH
CROSV02I Q	 OH45	 B22C7WllIM4V7F5 WING LOVER SURFACE 25.000 .000 6.000C ROSM04 J U	 CH45
	
822C7v111M4V7F5 WING LOVER. SURFACE 35.000 .000 6.000
CR0SV06) OH45
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
	
FIG IS	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
RN/L
	 3.034 HAW/HT	 1.000 2Y/B =	 .800	 PAGE	 120
-	
s
DATA SET SY119% CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
;ROSNC6) ^.{
	
OH45	 B22C7WIlIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
k	 FIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
t RN/L -	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 .850 2Y/B =	 ..4ro	 A: c	 121
+y,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF[GURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
IROS WOG )	 OH45	 B22C7WI11M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
SIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP










OH45	 B22C7WiIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
(ROSWO8J







































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
F IG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIOUTI ON VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L =	 2,987 HAW/HT=
	 850 2Y/B	 .800	 PAGE	 123
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION: DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSWO6)




	 OH45	 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L	 2.087	 HA'ol.'H7=	 900	 2Y/3 =	 .400	 °A.ut	 124
F
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIZURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD




	 .900 2)'/B	 .600	 PA=E	 125
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSWO6)	 OH45	 B22C7W11lM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD 	 -
FIG 14
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L	 2.987 HAt^r/HT	 .900 2Y/G =	 .800	 PAGE	 126
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14	 ►SING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSM06) Q CH45	 B22C7VIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
CP.OSH08) u CH45	 822C7V111M4V7F5 VING LOWER SURFACE
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L	 2.887 HAW/HT	 1.000 2Y/B	 .600	 PAGE	 128
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSW06I	 CH45	 B22C7WI11M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
(ROSWOB)
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L =	 2.987 HAW/HT=	 1.000 2Y/B	 .800	 PAGE	 129
1.0
s
DATA SEA SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
(inSW06)OH45	 622C7WIi1M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14
	
WING LO'WER;.SURFACE'DISTRIBUTION VARIATION fir'ITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L -	 5,313 H A. W 3 H"=	 .850	 2Y /S -	 .400	 PAGE	 130
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
(RGSWO6)OH45	 922C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	
30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION! ON WI NG LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
a	 FIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RCS/L





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIRJ DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSWOG)	 OH45	 B22C7WI11M4V7F5'IWNG LOWER SURFACE	 30.000	 .000	 5.000
CROSWOB)	 CH45
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE. X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSW06) Q OH45
	 B22C7WIIiM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	 30.000	 .000	 6.000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C. FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L -	 5.313 HAW/HT=	 .900 2Y/B _	 .000	 PAGE	 134
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSH06) 0 CH45
	 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	
30 . 000	 .000	 6.000






































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG 14
	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN//L
	 5.313 P^,W /HT=
	.9CC 2i'/B	 .800	 RACE	 1 35
r-
DATA SET 'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CRDSWO6)OH45
	 822C7NIIIM4V7F5 WING LONER SURFACE
	 30.000
	 COO	 61000
f	 CROSMOB) B	 OH45	 B22C7Wi11M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION O1J WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C, FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG I4	 WING LOWER SURFACE DISTRIBUTION VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
RN/L =	 5.313 HA'ef/HT=	 1.000
	
2Y/8 =	 .400	 PAGE	 136
k
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSWOG )OH45
	 B22C7WI11M4Y7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	
30.000	 ,000	 6.000
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LOWER Su' FACE DISTRIBUTION VAS'IATION WITH ANGLE OF S'DESLIP
RN/L -	 5.313 HAt•!/HT=	 1.CCO'	 2Y/B =	 e00	 PAGE	 137
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH
CROSWO6) 8	 CH45	 B22C7W1lIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	
30.000	 .000	 6.000
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FIG 14




HA'ri/HT	 1.000	 2Y/B =	 .800	 PAGE	 1,38
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW06)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 2Y/B HAM/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 2.987	 .400 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 .000
4] 5.313 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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CH45	 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 	 CR0SWOS^
SYMBOL RN/L	 2Y/B	 HAW/HT	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 2.987	 .600	 .850	 ALPHA	 30.000	 BETA	 .000
05.313.	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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OH45	 922C7W1l1M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW06)
SYMBOL
	 RN/L	 2Y/8	 HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 2.387	 .800	 .650 ALPHA	 30 .0100	 BETA	 .000
5.313 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
PHI	 .000	 PHIS.	 .000
u
iY
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F LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON WING LOWER SURFACE, X/C.	 FRACTION WING CHORD
FIG I'5
	 WING LOWER SURFACE 01STRIBUTION VARIATION W I TH REYNOLDS NUMBER
PAGE	 141
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW08)
SYMBOL RN/L	 2Y/B HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 3.121	 .400 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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FIG 15






OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE CROSW08)
SYMBOL RN/L
	 2Y/B HAW 'HT PARAYETRI:C VALUES
Q 3.121
	
600 S50 ALPHA 30.000 BETA	 1.000
q 5.244 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.CO0
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	 2Y/B	 HAW/HT PARAMETRIC VALUES	 --
C	 3.121	 .800	 .850 ALPHA 30.000	 BETA	 1.000
q 	 5.244 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.000
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O BATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 1
OH45 822C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (ROS901)
gOTTOM OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA -	 25.00 BETA .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 25.00
Cb PHI .0000 PHIS =	 .0000
(j •••TEST CONDITIONS"*
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. 0£G. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
125 6.150 2.956 25.00 .0000 3065. 1289. 1109. 1.825
-TEST DATA***
RUN YtBP) X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=!.0 R=0.9 R=0.65 BTJ,R 8't2:R BTU/ DEG. R CEO. F
FT2SEC FTMEC FT2SEC
125 .00000 .25000-01 1.0000 2.714 3.352 3.798 .3631-C2 -867-C2 6.686 599.8 139.8
125 .00000 .50000-01 2.0000 1.753 2.149 2.422 .3619-02 .63'+5-02 4.445 576.8 116.8
125 .00000 .75000-01 3.0M; 1.509 1.6+6 2.078 .3614-02 .5455-02 3.853 571.1 111.1
125 .00000 .10000.00 4.0000 1.35 1.594 1.793 .3612-02 .4714-02 3.349 567.1 107.1
125 OOG00 .12500 5.0000 l.'42 1.394 1.567 .3610-02 .4123-02 2.939 564.6 104.6
125 OOG00 .15000 6.COCO .9914 1.209 1.359 .3508-n2 .3577-02 E.559 561.9 101.9
125 .00000 .17500 7.0r?03 .91EO 1.1!6 1.251 .3516-02 .33-3-02 2.37 1 5`_9.6 99.59
125 .00000 .20000 8.0000 .9713 1.052 1.192 .3605-02 .3141-02 2.257 558.9 9-3.92
125 .00000 .25000 9.0006 .8024 .9%73 1.097 .3604-02 .2992-02 2.083 556.9 96.93
125 .30000 .30000 10.000 .7194 .8-157 .99?4 .3603-02 .2552-02 1.072 555.3 95.31
125 UOOCJ .35000 ll.Ou0 7147 .8"/C0 .9%60 .3603-C2 .25%5-02 1.959 555.4 95.36
125 .00000 .40000 12.000 .6775 .8247 .9253 .3603-C2 .2441-02 1.762 555.4 95.36
125 .00000 .450000 13.000 .6537 .7920 .6295 .3602-C2 .2344-02 1.694 554.7 94.55
125 .00000 .50000 14.000 .23,44-07 .2673-07 3'00-07 iCCO . 06 .2344-02 1.694 554.7 9v.65
1%5 .00000 .55000 15.000 .6059 .7,372 .8267 .3631-02 .2:82-02 1.580 553.3 93.27
125 .00000 .60000 16.0000 .58'%6 .7147 .8014 .3501-02 .2.16-02 1.534 552.7 92.73
125 .00000 .6300 17.010 .5-196 .7049 .7903 .3601-02 .2087 -02 1.513 552.3 92.28
125 .00000 .7000) 19-GOO .5572 .6776 ,7596 .3600-02 .2006-02 1.456 551.7 91.69
125 .00000 .75000 19.,3:. .5358 .6516 .7305 .36UO-02 .1923-02 1.399 552.0 92.00
Icy .00000 .80000 20.000 .5J32 .6116 .6e54 .3599-0? 1811-02 :.317 5SU.2 90.15
125 .00000 .65000 21.000 .4-YE2 .5%95 .6494 .3599-02 .1716-02 1.249 549.9 89.87
125 .010000 .90000 C2.000 .4070 .4944 .5139 .3597-C2 .1464 -02 1.068 548.1 08.12
125 .03000 .95000 23.000 .3336 .401.4 .4495 .3196-C2 .!189- _^2 .9635 546.1 85.13
125 .00000 1.0000 24-COO .2'7C7 .3295 .5678 .3595-C2 .9730-C3 .7124 545.0 84.55
125 .00000 1.0400 25.000 .2359 .2863 .3265 .3595-0?. .8480-03 .6211 544.9 84.90
125 117.00 .35000 26.000 .7095 .8656 .9725 .3508-02 .2567-02 1.830 562.4 102.4
-	 Jr.-
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 2
OH45 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (RCSe01)
RUN Y(6P) X/L T/C NO H'HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF R ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/n BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG.	 F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
125 117.00 .40000 27.000 .7688 .9389 1.056 .3611-02 .2776-02 1.975 .566.1 106.1
125 117.00 .50000 28.000 .8937 1.092 1.227 .3611-02 .3227-02 2.295 565.4 105.4
125 117.00 E0000 29.000 .7610 .9281 I.C43 .3607-02 .2745-02 1.956 561.3 101.3
125 117.00 .70000 30.000 .6213 .7569 .6494 .360^-02 .2239-02 1.612 557.5 97.51
125 !17.00 .80000 31.000 .5508 .6704 .7521 .36C2-02 .1984-C2 1.433 554.8 94.81
125 117.00 .90000 32.000 .1984-07 .2415-07 .2709-07 .1000 . 06 .1994-02 1.433 554.9 94.81
125 117.00 1.0000 33.000 .4144 .5034 .5640 .3598-02 .1491-02 1.087 548.6 88.62
: 	
:^Nri^d^•.,a-at^w..uM.w.^».u^w.gsw^,;c .^.^:, -w....-. .. xr,»x,_.o--„n..
	








DATE 20 NOV 75 Uri45 HEAT!NG RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 3
OH45 B22C7NII1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOW=R SURFACE ;R058031
BOTTOM OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA i
ALPHA -	 35.00 BETA .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 35.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS 0000
-TEST CON017ION:;--*
RUN MACH RN!L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
124 6.180 3.149 35.00 .0000 3025. 1254. 1740. 1.801
... TEST DATA -
I
RUN Y ( 6;" X/L TrC NO H/HREF H / HREF W HREF HREF H 000T TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0-9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC rT2SEC
124 .00000 .25000-01 1.0000 2.760 3.447 3.337 .3655-02 .1009-01 6.394 618.7 158.7 k
124 .00000 .50000-01 2.0000 2.014 2.491 2.827 .3637-02 .7324-02 4.628 593.4 133.4
124 .00000 .75000-01 3.0000 !.859 2.307 2.613 .3632-02 .6787-02 4.519 586.8 1126.8
124 .00000 .10000.00 4.0000 1.655 2.0•2 2.309 .3628-02 .6007-02 4.C30 59!.9 121.6
124 .00000 .12500 5.0000 1.493 1.638 2.078 .3E26-02 .5414-02 3.649 578.7 118.7 -
124 .00000 .15000 6.0000 1.333 1.639 1.851 .3623-02 .4829-02 3.272 575.0 115.0
124 .00000 .17500 7.0700 1.282 1.574 1.777 .3620-02 .4641-02 3.161 571.5 111.5
124 .00000 .20000 8.C300 1.2Lj 1.504 1.697 .3619-02 .4434-02 3.025 570.2 110.2
124 .00700 .25000 9.CCC0 1.123 1.377 1.552 .3617-02 .4062-02 2.785 5C-S 9 IC6.9
124 .00000 .30000 10.000 !.055 1.292 1.455 .3515-02 .3814-02 2.626 564 P 104.2
124 O0000 .35000 11.000 1.006 1.232 1.388 .3614-0e .3635-02 2.574 553.6 IC3.6
124 .00000 .40000 12.000 .9416 1.153 1.299 .3614-02 .3423-02 2.346 563.3 103.3
124 .00000 .4500 13.000 .9064 1.!10 1.257 .3613-02 .3275-02 2 261 562.2 102.2
ic4 .00000 .50000 14.000 .3275-07 .4009-07 .4515-07 .1000+06 .3275-02 2.261 5E2.2 102.P
124 .00000 .55060 15.000 .8737 1.059 1.203 .3611-02 .3155-02 2.185 559.8 99.8-
124 .00000 .60000 16.000 .8427 1.030 1.160 .3611-02 .3043-02 2.111 559.1 99.05
124 .00000 .650010 17.000 .8093 9882 1.112 .3610-02 .2918-02 2.027 558.2 98.15
124 .00000 .70000 i8.000 .7736 .9454 1.064 .3609-02 .2792-02 !.942 557.0 97.00
124 .00r^30 .75000 19.000 .72 9 899! .9997 .3E]3-02 .2623-02 1.825 555.8 95.03
124 .0 000 B0JO0 20.000 .6=	 ; 8501 9:59 .36'7-C2 .2511-02 1.753 `_4.7 94.68
124 .00000 .85000 21.000 .5487 .7527 .6763 .3607-62 .234.^.-C2 1.635 553.9 93.99
124 .00070 .90000 22.000 .5356 .6534 .7341 .3605-02 .1931-02 1.354 551.4 91.39
124 .00000 .95000 23.1.00 .4570 .5570 .625'+ .3602-02 .1646-02 1.159 548.6 98.57
124 .00000 1.0000 24.000 .4079 .4959 .5578 .3501-02 .1469-02 1.037 547.0 87.01
124 .00000 1.0400 25.000 .3577 .4356 .4889 .36G1-02 izaa -02 .9096 5+15.3 86.29
124 117.00 .35000 26.000 .8339 1.023 1.154 .3618-02 .3017-C2 2.064 568.7 108.7
i
..^Ir,nw.	 rrr..











0+145 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE
	
4
OH45 B22C7W11IM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE tRDS8031
X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H OOOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU'R 8'U/P BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SCC FT2SEC FT2SEC
.40000 27.000 .8915 1.095 1.237 .3622-02 .3229-02 2.194 573.3 113.3
.50000 28.000 1.030 1.266 1.429 .3623-02 .3730-02 2.528 574.8 114.8
.60000 29.000 .8630 1.066 1.202 .3619-02 .3144-02 2.153 567.8 107.8	 E
X0000 30.000 .7319 .8961 1.009 .3614-02 .2645-02 1.825 562.8 02.8_
.80000 31.000 .6726 .8230 .9264 .3612-02 .2430-02 1.683 560.2 100.2	 --
.90000 32.000 .2430-07 .2973-07 .3345-07 .1000 . 06 .2430-02 1.683	 ' 560.2 100.2













































OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 5
OH45 822C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (R058057
F A AME TRIC DATA
ALPHA -	 30.00 BETA .	 .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
126 6.150 2.951 30.00 .00000 3075. 1293. 1706. 1.814
-TEST DATA -
X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H OCOT TAW TCAL
R=1.0 R=0.9 R-O.d5 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEO. R CEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
.25000-01 1.0000 2.762 3.430 3.901 .3640-02 .1005-01 6.682 616.8 156.8
.50000-01 2.0030 1.897 2.334 2.638 .3622-02 .6972-C2 4.747 590.6 130.6
.75000-Ut 3.0000 1.694 2.079 2.346 .3617-02 .6126-C2 4.27 2 593.9 123.9
.10000 . 00 4.0000 1.470 I.d02 2.032 .3614-C2 .5314-02 3.*7 31 579.2 119.2
.12500 5.0000 1.312 1.607 1.810 .3512-02 .47tO-02 3.342 576.5 115.5
.15000 6.0000 1.171 1.432 1.613 .3510-02 .4227-02 2.994 573.2 113.2
.17500 7.0000 1.147 1.402 1.577 3509-02 .4139-02 2.944 570.2 110.2
.20000 8.0000 I.OE6 1.326 1.492 .3607-02 .3916-02 2.790 569.0 109.0
.25000 9.0000 .9637 1.176 1.322 .3605-02 .3474-02 2.465 566.1 106.1
.30000 10.000 .8593 1.048 1.178 .3603-C2 .3096-02 2.221 553.9 103.9
.35000 11.000 .8599 1.049 1.178 .3603-02 .3098-02 2.222 564.0 IC4.0
.40000 12.000 .8326 1.016 1.11#1 .3603-02 .3000-02 2.152 564.0 104.0
.45700 13.000 .8001 .9757 I.C9S 3£02-02 .2882-02 2.071 552.9 !C2.9
.50000 14.000 .1353 .1644 .1833 .3574-02 .467C-03 .3679 525.6 65.65
.55000 15.000 .7517 .9:61 1.029 .3601-1.2 .2707-02 1.951 560.7 1C0.7
.60000 16.000 .7328 E-328 I.CC2 .3600-02 .2638-02 1.903 560.0 99.97
.65000 !7.000 .6921 .8431 .9463 .3599-C2 .2491-02 1.799 559.2 99.22
.70000 I8.000 .6757 .6_29 .9234 .3539-C2 .2432-C2 1.759 558.3 99.30
.75000 19.000 .63,35 ?,6 .8727 .3599-02 .2298-02 1.651 558.4 98.37
.60000 20.CGG .E^!3 73!9 .8%!0 .35 : 02 .2163-02 1.563 5`_5 4 95.35
.85000 211.030 .5505 E£98 .7512 .3°_37-C2 .1907-02 1.437 555.7 95.68
.90CJo 22.000 .470' .5715 .6408 3`GS-J2 1.230 5':3.3 93.34
.95000 23.000 .3820 . 4E-4-1 ,5207 Mzz -02 i3'--02 I.C '4 550.9 90.77
I.0000 24.00'3 .3-52 .3319 .4423 .3°-32-02 .1563 1.t c^^2 549.4 69.39
1.0400 25.003 .31.87 .3153 .421.) 3592-02 :!03-1.2 .81.8 5'+9.1 83.09
.35000 26.000 .76181 .9143 1.029 .3606-02 .2699-02 1.919 570.4 110.4










OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 6
OH45 E22C7WI1IM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOI -EP SURFACE (ROSB05>
X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H c00f" TAW TCAL
P;1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC.	 R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
.40000 27.000 .8122 .9943 1.120 .3611-02 2933-02 2.072 575.1 115.1
.50000 28.000 .9651 1.192 1.332 .3612-02 .3496-02 2.456 576.8 116.8
.60000 29.000 .7973 .9745 1.096 .3607-02 .2876-02 2.046 569.9 109.9
.70000 30.000 .6867 .8378 .9413 .3603-U: .2474-02 1.773 564.7 104.7
.80000 31.000 .6034 .74116 .832' .3601-02 .2191-02 1.578 561.2 :C:.2
.90000 32.000 .6542-01 .7902-01 .69:8-01 .3577-02 .2340-03 .1759 529.5 69.52
1.0000 33.000 .50001 .6062 .6819 .3595-02 .1798-02 1.308 573.7 93.74
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PACE	 7
OH45 822C7WllIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (R05805)
BOTTOM OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS 30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 UEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
135 6.470 5.284 30.00 .0000 2880. 1159. 2579. 2.557
-TEST CATA -4
RUN Y(SP) X/L T/C NO H/HREF H,HREF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
135 .00000 .25000-01 1.0000 2.886 3.658 4.242 ,4122-02 .1190-01 6.471 604.6 144.6
135 .00000 .50000-01 2.0000 1.924 2.420 2.777 .41CO-02 .7890-02 4.458 582.3 122.3
135 .00000 .75000-01 3.0000 !.719 2.156 2.470 .4094-02 .7039-02 4.027 576.4 116.4
135 .00000 .1000C+00 4.0000 1.5225 2.183 .4090-02 .6235-02 3.593 572.3 112.3
135 .00000 .12500 5.0000 1.392 1.728 1.975 .4Ga7-C2 .5647-02 3.269 569.7 109.7
135 .00000 .15000 6.0000 1.214 1.516 1.732 .4084-02 .4959-02 2.894 56'.0 107.0
135 .00000 .17500 7.0000 1.131 1.411 1.610 .4081-02 .4616-02 2.697 554.3 104.3
135 .00000 .20000 8.0000 1.070 1.334 1.522 .4081-02 .4355-02 2.554 553.5 103.5
135 .00000 .25000 9.0000 .9720 1.211 1.391 .4078-02 .39-: "-02 2.328 561.3 101.3
135 .00000 .30000 10.009 .9199 1.145 1.304 .4076-02 .374:-02 2.210 559.0 98.96
135 .07000 .35000 11.000 .87»9 I.C89 1.2'40 .4075-02 .3555-02 2.104 558.5 99.51
135 .09000 .40000 12.000 .79_6 99,11 1.129 .4075-02 .3246-02 1.917 559.2 98.22
135 .00000 .45000 13.000 .7580 .942'9 1.074 .4074-02 .3088-02 1.825 557.5 97.5-4
135 .00000 .50000. 14.000 .8677-01 .1056 .1207 .4045-02 .3510-C3 .2172 529.8 69.64
'35 .00000 .55000 15.000 .7471 .9297 I.C57 .4073-02 .3043-02 1.804 555.9 95.87
35 .00000 .60000 16.000 .7399 .9197 1.047 .4072-02 .3013-02 1.787 555.5 95.50
135 .07000 .65000 17.000 .7193 .8939 1.0017 .4072-02 .2929-02 1.738 555.1 95.11
'.35 .00000 .70000 :8.000 .6971 @E6: .9856 .407!-02 .2939-02 I.E % 5=-.5 94.53
135 .00000 .75000 19.000 .6731 .8365 .9520 .4072-02 .27-41-02 1.627 555.2 95.16 -
135 .00000 .80000 20.000 .6423 .7975 .907I .4C70-02 .26:4-C2 1.557 553.1 93.10
135 .00000 .85000 21.000 .6005 .7455 .8480 .4070-02 .2444-02 1. 455 552.9 92.94
135 .00000 .90000 22 000 .5086 .53:0 .7174 .40E8-02 .2"59-C2 1.235 551.2 91.18
135 .00000 .95000 23.000 .4109 .5093 .5797 .40E5-02 .1670-02 1.001 549.1 89.10
135 .00000. 1.0000 24.000 .3477 .4308 .4G93 .40E4-02 .:413-02 .8466 5.8.0 87.97
135 .00000 1.0400 25.000 .3152 .3906 .4436 .4064-02 .1281-02 .7695 547.9 97.86
135 117.00 .35000 26.000 .8614 1.076 1.229 .4084-02 .35:8-02 2.046 567.0 107.0
DATE 20 NOV 75 CH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 8
OH45 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (805805)
RUN Y(BP) X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTLI/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. F
F'T2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
135 117.00 .40000 27.000 .9428 1.179 1.349 .4088-02 .3854-02 2.225 571.1 111.1
135 117.00 .50000 28.000 1.07; 1.340 1.533 .4089-02 .438C-02 2.523 571.4 111.4
135 117.00 .60000 29.000 .69!0 1.112 1.270 .4083-02 .3638-02 2.121 565.6 115.6
135 117.00 .70000 30.000 .7308 .9104 1.038 .4078-02 .2980-02 1.750 561.2 101.2
135 117.00 .80000 31.000 .6508 .8099 .9226 .4075-02 .2652-02 1.555 558.6 98.62





33.000 .5360 .6654 .7568 .4069-02 .2181--02 1.299 552.8 92.75
r
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE COLLATION PAGE	 9
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (ROS8071
c) c BOTTOM JF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
It
ALPHA -	 30.00 BETA =	 1.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.008 PHI - -2.000 PHIS =	 .0000
i •••TEST CONDITIONS...b RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO oT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
C. /FT
131 6.220 3.121 30.00 1.000 3010. 1252. 1724. 1.800
-TEST DATA-
RUN Y(BP) X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H MOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT25EC FT2SEC F'2SEC
131 .00000 .25000-01 1.0000 3.048 3.777 4.290 .3562-C2 IC86-01 7.042 592.2 132.2
131 .00000 .50003-01 2.0000 1.961 2.414 2.729 .3549-C2 .5957-02 4.641 573.7 113.7
131 .00000 .750J0-01 3.0000 1.753 2.135 2.434 .3544-02 .6214-02 4.174 569.0 IC9.0
131 .00000 .10000.00 4.0000 1.538 1.838 2.1131 .3542-02 .544 7 -02 3.677 565.6 105.6
131 .00000 .12500 5.0000 1.369 1.678 1.893 .3540-C2 .4843-02 3.279 563.6 103.6
131 .00000 .15000 6.0000 1.205 1.4 78 1.666 .3539-C2 .4266-C2 2.898 551.3 101.3
131 .00000 .17506 7.0000 1.126 1.379 1.554 .3537-02 .3982-02 2.715 559.0 98.95
131 .00000 .20000 8.0000 I.Cb4 1.328 1.496 .3536-02 .3834-02 2.617 558.2 98.21
131 .00G00 .25000 9.0000 .9624 1.1"78 1.326 .3535-02 .3402-02 2.329 556.2 96.19
131 .00000 .300010 10.000 .8'53 1.072 1.206 .3533-02 .3095-02 2.125 554.5 94.52
131 .00000 .35000 11.000 .8981 1.098 1.236 .3533-02 .3173-C2 2.178 554.3 94.29
131 .00000 .40000 12.000 .8655 l.C59 1.191 .3533-02 .3058-02 2.100 554.0 94.00
131 .00000 .45000 13.000 .8347 1.020 1.148 .3532-02 .2948-02 2.027 553.1 93.13
131 .00000 .50000 14.000 .1195 .1451 .1625 .3515-C2 .42CC-C3 .2979 531.6 71.6!
131 .00000 .55000 15.000 .8040 .9824 I.1C5 .3531-C2 .2839-02 1.95' 551.5 91.45
131 .00000 .60000 16.OG0 .7555 .9231 1.039 .3530-02 .2667-02 1.840 551.0 90.96
131 .00000 .65000 17.000 .7170 .8759 .9851 .3530-02 .2531-02 1.747 550.6 90.62
131 .00000 .70000 18.000 .6946 .8.94 .9540 .3530-02 .2452-32 1.F93 550.0 90.04
131 .00000 .75000 19.000 .5193 .9295 .9329 .3530-C2 .233':-C2 :.E55 550.3 9C.33
131 .30G00 .8001.0 20.000 .6363 .7769 .8732 .3528-02 .22'45-G2 1.557-► 548.5 88.54
131 .00000 .85000 21.000 .5862 .7155 .8043 .3528-C2 .2068-02 1.432 548.4 88.37
131 .00000 .90000 22.000 .4993 .6092 .6946 .3527-02 .1761-02 1.222 546.8 66.83
131 .00000 .95000 23.000 .4144 .5053 .5675 .3326-02 .1461-02 1.016 544.9 84.P8
131 .00000 1.0000 24.000 .3626 .4420 .4963 .3525-02 .1278-02 .8905 543.9 83.93
131 .00000 1.0400 25.000 .3055 .3730 .4192 .3528-0? IC78-02 .7465 547.9 87.90
131 117.00 .35000 26.000 .9449 1.!58 1.305 .3538-C2 .334 3-02 2.275 56C.3 100.3
i
i
OATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 10
OH45 822C7WIllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (R058071
RUN Y(BP) x/L T/C NO H: HREF H/HREF H/HP.EF HREF H SOOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R	 - BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
131 117.00 .40100 27.000 1.002 1.229 1.386 .3540-02 .3546-02 2.403 563.1 103.1
131 117.00 .500'10 28.000 1.096 1.345 1.516 .3539-02 .3880-02 2.632 562.5 102.5
131 117.00 .6000U 29.000 .8826 1.081 1.217 .3536-02 .3121-02 2. 1 31 557.7 97.74
131 117.00 .70000 30.000 .7294 .8922 1.004 .3533-02 .2577-02 1.768 554.7 94.68
131 117.00 .80000 31.000 .6594 .8060 .9068 .3532-02 .2329-02 1.603 552.5 92.62	 --.--
131 117.00 .90000 32.000 .1169 .1420 .1592 .35!6-02 .4110-03 .2906 53?.5 73.53
131 117.00 1.0000 33.000 "A95 .7193 .9083 .3527-02 .2079-C2 1.442 547.0 86.99
cDATE 20 NOV 75	 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION 	 PAGE	 11
OH45	 B22C7WII1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOITER SURFACE 	 (ROS807)
BOTTOM 07 FUSELAGE	 PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA	 30.00	 BETA	 = 1.000	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS - 30.00
PHI
	 = -2.000	 PHIS	 = .0000
••• TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEC-. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
136 6.480 5.144 30.00 1.000 2890. 1163. 2572. 2.510
• TEST DATA...
RUN Y(BP) X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC
136 .00000 .25000-01 1.0000 2.813 3.586 4.155 .4098-02 .1153-01 6.223 612.7 152.7
136 .00000 .50000-01 2.0000 1.940 2.442 2.805 .4073-02 .7901-02 4.466 587.1 127.1
135 .00000 .75000-01 3.0000 1.731 2.173 2.491 .4067-02 .7C40-02 4.027 590.5 120.5
136 .00000 .10000.00 4.0000 1.546 1.937 2.217 .4062-02 .6281-02 3.622 575.8 115.8
136 .00000 .12500 5.0^CO 1.426 1.784 2.040 .4059-C2 .5789-02 3.355 573.0 113.0
1136 .00000 .15000 6.0000 1.256 1.571 1.795 .4055-02 .5101-02 2.974 5.9.4 109.4
136 .00000 .17500 7.0000 1.176 1.467 1.674 .4052-02 .4766-02 2.794 55e.3 106.3
13E .00000 .20000 8.0000 1.099 1.370 1.563 .4051-C2 .4452-02 2.614 595.4 165.4
136 .00.000 .25000 9.0000 .9804 1.2229 1.401 .4049-02 .3994-C2 2.355 562.7 102.7
136 .00000 .30000 10.000 .9390 1.168 1.331 .4046-02 .3799-02 2.250 560.4 100.4
136 .00000 .35000 11.000 .8809 1.096 1.248 .4046-02 .3564-02 2.113 559.9 99.85
136 .00000 .40000 12.000 7993 .9930 1.131 .4045-02 .3229-02 1.915 559.5 99.50
136 .00000 .45000 13.000 .7646 .9509 1.093 .4045-C2 .3093-02 1.836 558.8 98.75
136 .00010 .50000 14.000 .9555-01 .1177 .1330 .4019-02 .3840-03 .2377 534.1 74.14
136 .00000 .55000 15.000 .7668 .9529 1.095 .4043-02 .3100-02 1.646 557.1 97.!3
:35 .00000 .60000 16.000 .7590 .94i8 1.072 .4042-02 .3064-02 1.826 556.6 96.60
136 .00000 .65000 17.000 .7303 .9072 1.032 .4042-02 .2952-02 1.761 556.1 96.13
136 .00700 .70000 18.000 .7115 .6936 1.005 .4C41-02 .2875-02 1.716 555.5 95.46
136 .00000 .75000 19.000 .6953 .8513 .9696 .4042-02 .2770-02 1.652 556.1 96.06
176 .00000 80000 23.000 .6550 .8129 .9243 .4040-02 .2546-02 1.564 553.9 93.93
136 .00000 .65000 21.000 .6145 .76?5 .6670 .4035-02 .24 52-C2 1. 487 553.6 93.58
136 .00000 .900^.0 22 000 .5115 .632 .7207 .4,037-02 .2C55-02 1.241 551.3 91.34
136 .00000 .95000 23.000 .4147 .5137 .5833 .4034-02 .16"13-02 1.010 548.8 88.77
136 .00000 1.0000 24.000 .3558 .4405 .4999 .4033-02 .1435-C2 .8684 547.4 87.39
136 .00000 l	 0400 25.000 .2909 .3606 .4097 .4036-C2 .1!74-02 .7050 551.0 90.98
'36 . 117.00 .35000 26.000 .8723 1.C89 1.244 .4055-02 .3537-02 2.064 569.0 109.0
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 12
OH45 R22C7Wll1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE (ROS807)
RUN Y(BP) X/L T/C NO H /HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H 0007 TAW TCAL	 --r
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
136 117.00 .40000 27.000 .9175 1.148 1.313 .4060 -02 .3725-02 2.155 573.9 113.9
136 117.00 .50000 28.000 1.041 1.303 1.491 .4061-02 .4226-02 2.441 575.0 115.0
136 117.00 .60000 29.000 .8777 1.090 1.244 .4054 -02 .3539 -02 2.067 569.3 108.3
136 117.00 .70000 30.000 .7133 .8885 1.013 .4049 -02 .2698 -02 1.703 562.8 102.8
135 117.00 .80000 31.000 .6429 .'998 .9110 .4046 -02 .2601-02 1.542 559.8 99.76
136 117.00 .90000 32 000 .5427 .6739 .7666 .4041 -02 .2193-02 1.310 555.3 95.30






DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLAT:ON PAGE	 13
CH45 B22C7WII1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE CHINE )ROSCOI)
FUSELAGE CHINE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 25.00 BETA .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 25.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS .0000
•	 TEST CONDITIONS—
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC OEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
125 6.150 2.956 25.00 .0000 3065. 1289. 1709. 1.825
••• TEST DATA...
It IN THETA X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HP.EF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
125 30.000 .10000*00 5C.000 1.741 2.134 2.405 .3619-02 .6299-02 4.408 577.6 117.6
1:?5 30.000 .15000 51.000 1.423 1.7-f0 1.959 .3514-02 .51 4 3-02 3.537 570.3 110.3
45 30.000 .20000 52.000 1.051 1.282 1.440 .3609-02 .3791-CE 2. 7 10 562.7 102.7
b ^S ^,
m^
DATE 20 NOV 75 0H45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 14
OH45 822C7WII1M4V7F5 FUSELAGE CHINE IROSCO31
FUSELAGE CHINE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA 35.00 BETA .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 35.00
PHI =	 0000 PHIS =	 .0000
- TEST CONOITICN50"
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. CEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
124 6.180 3.149 35.00 .0000 3025. 1264. 1740. 1.861
• •	
'EST DATA"
RUN THETA X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H MOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=C.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC.	 F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
124 30.000 .10000+00 50.000 1.835 2.265 2.555 .3632-02 .6665-02 4 .440 586.4 126.4
124 30.000 .15000 51.000 1.648 2.032 2.299 .3629-02 .5982-02 4.009 58?.4 122.4
124 30.000 .20060 52.000 1.222 1.50: 1.695 .3621-02 .4425-02 3.009 572.7 ::2.7
L^^
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - CULLATION PAGE
	
15
OH45 B22C7W111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE CHINE (RQSCO5)
FUSELAGE CHINE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA -	 30.00 BETA n 	 .0000 MACH n 	 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS"*
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC OEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
126 6.150 2.951 30.00 .0000 3075. 1293. 171'6. 1.814
***TEST DATA••
RUN THETA X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TLAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEC. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
I26 30.000 .10000+00 50.000 1.796 2.208 2.494 .3520-02 .6502-02 4.508 588.0 128.0
126 30.000 .15000 51.000 1.520 1.863 2.101 .3515-02 .5493-02 3.849 580.7 120.7
126 30.000 .20000 52.000 1.136 1.3,39 1.564 .3603-02 .410C-02 2.908 572.1 *,12.1







OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 16	
F
OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE CHINE (ROSCO5)
PARAMETRIC DATA -	 -	 -
A'-PHA
	 =	 30.00	 BETA =	 .0000 MACH =	 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI
	 =	 .0000	 PHIS =	 .0000
— TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA	 BETA	 V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG.	 DEG.	 FT/SEC DEG.R PSI 05:
/FT
135 6.470 5.284 30.00	 .00co	 2880. 1159. 2578. 2.557
***TEST DATA'**
X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF	 H/HREF	 HREF H 000T TAW TCAL
R= 1.0 R=0.9
	
R=0.8:-;	 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. F
F T 25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC
.10000+00 50.000 1.842 2.314	 2.655	 .4098-02 .7549-02 4.288 580.6 12C.6
.15000 51.000 1.607 2.013	 2.305	 .4092-02 .6574-02 3.773 574.7 114.7
.20000 52.000 1.204 1.504	 1.718	 .4085-02 .4918-02 2.857 567.6 107.6







OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 17	 j
OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE CHINE (ROSC07)
PARAMETRIC CATA
ALPHA	 -	 30.00 BETA 1.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI
	 - -2.000 PHIS .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS•••
-J
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA	 BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG.	 DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
131 6.220 3.121 30.00	 1.000 3010. 1252. 1724. 1.800
-TEST DATA•••
x/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF	 H/HREF PREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9
	
R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC.	 F	 j
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
10000 . 00 50.000 1.955 2.406	 2.720 .3547-02 .6935-02 4.631 573.0 113.0
15000 51.000 1.676 2.059	 2.324 .3543-02 .5937-02 3.997 567.5 107.5
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SETA	 = 1.000	 MACH	 6.000	 ALPHAS - 30.00
PHI =	 -2.000 PHIS .0000
­ 'TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER XIO 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
136 6.480 5.144 30.00 1.000 2890. 1163. 2572. 2.510
..
-TEST DATA...
X/L T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H OOOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEG. F
FT25E! FT2SEC FT2SEC
10000+00 50.000 1.939 2.440 2.803 .4073-02 .7895-02 4.468 586.7 126.7
15000 51.000 1.667 2.091 2.396 .4065-C2 .6776-02 3.895 579.3 119.3
20000 52.000 1.199 1.711 .4055-02 .4862-02 2.832 570.1 110.1
4DATE 20 NOV 75	 01145 HEATING RATE
- COLLATION
OH45 B22C7N111M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
TOP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 25.00	 BETA .0000 MACH
PHI -	 .0000	 PHIS -	 .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS-4
RUN	 MACH	 RN/L ALPHA BETA	 V TO PO
NUMBER	 x10 5 DEG. DE(-.	 FT/SEC DEG.R PSI
/FT
127	 6.150	 3.034 25.00 .0000	 3075. 1293. 1754.
	P G 	 19
(ROSUO2)





RUN X/L Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAN TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 LTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT25EC FT2SEC FT25EC
127 .17000 472.90 53.000 I?96 .1582 .17 ,16 .3644-02 .4730-03 .3410 56C.3 102.3
127 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2340 .2848 .3155 .3641-02 .8520-03 .6174 557.1 97.116
127 .30000 475.00 35.000 .1620 .1972 .2212 .3641-02 .5900-03 .4279 556.3 9E.32
127 .30000 501.00 35.000 .2775-01 .3373-01 .3781-01 .3639-02 .10;0-03 .7358-01 553.9 93.91
127 .40000 375.00 37.000 •.2617 .3186 .3575 .36'+1-02 .9530-03 .6903 557.0 95.96
127 .40000 425.00 39.000 .22E6 .2759 .3C94 .3641-02 .8250-03 .5979 5'56.4 95.37
127 .40000 501.00 39.000 .5304-01 .6449-01 .7229-01 .3639-02 .1930-03 .1406 554.2 94.19
i27 .42500 400.00 54.01:0 .4730-08 .5764-08 .647 1 . 09 ICCO . 06 .4730-03 .3410 560.3 100.3
127 .50000 375.00 40.CJo I2 5 .1527 .17'2 .3639-C2 .4570-03 .3326 553.7 93.71
127 .50000 425.00 41.000 2283 .3510 .3339 .36-2-02 .1050-02 .7598 557.6 97.55
127 .50000 501.00 42.000 .8081-01 .9923-01 .1101 3539-02 .2940-03 .2145 552.8 92.78
127 .60000 375.00 43.000 E604-01 .1046 .1173 .3638-02 .3130-03 .2278 553.2 93.15
127 .60000 425.00 44.000 .2719 .3309 .3%11 .3E-'.-112 .9900-03 .7;82 5°-6.2 96.16
:27 .60000 501.00 45.000 .8?3I-Ol .1080 .1210 .3637-02 .3230-03 .2354 552.0 52.04
127 .70000 375.00 46.000 .2339-01 .2844-01 .3189-01 .3536-02 .8500-04 .6175 -01 550.8 90.81
127 .70000 425.00 47.000 .9593-01 .1166 .1307 .3638-02 .3490-C3 .251 - 552.9 92.89
127 .70000 501.00 49.000 .7231-01 .8788-01 .9849-01 .3637-02 .2630-03 .1 y 19 551.4 91.38
:27 .82500 465.00 49.0^.0 .3391-01 .4110-01 . 4607-01 .3539-02 .1230-03 .995-7-01 552.9 92.27
PAGE 20
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DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION
OH45 822C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
TOP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 35.00 BETA 0000 MACH 6.000
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 .0000
• • TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
123 6.190 3.221 =5.00 .0000 3020. 1259. 175!. 1.873
•	 'EST DATA*--
RUN X/L Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=G.9 R=0.85 BTU/R 8iU/R BTU/ DEG. R
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
123 .17000 472.90 53.000 .1706 .2015 .2327 .3599-02 .6140-03 . 4 339 539.5
'" 23 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2335 .2639 .3182 .3599-02 .84CO-03 5953 537.9
123 .30000 425.00 35.000 .1562 15?3 .2128 .3597-02 .5620-03 .3991 53c-.4
123 .30000 501.00 36.00000 .2533-01 7 70-C1 .3435-01 .3593-02 .9100-04 .6536-0i 532.2
123 .40000 375.00 37.000 .2152 .2616 .2931 .3597-02 .7740-03 .5491 537.0
123 .40000 425.00 39.000 .2533 .3?07 .3595 .3598-02 .94 90-03 .6726 538.1
123 .40000 501.00 39.000 .500-3-01 EZS3-01 .6615-01 .3594-02 .ISOG-03 .1291 533.0
123 .42500 400.00 54.000 .5140-08 .747^-08 .8377-08 .1000 . 06 .6140-03 .4339 539.5
123 .500:X 375.00 40.000 .940?-Cl .11-2 .lc79 .3595-02 .3380-03 .2409 533.9
123 Su000 425.00 41.000 .27?^ 3392 .3803 .359-002 1004 -02 .7109 539"6
123 .50000 501.00 42.05C .9374-01 .1139 .1274 .3595-02 .3370-03 .24C5 533.7
123 .600000 375.00 43.000 .4941-Cl .6777-01 .3594-22 .1790-C3 .1274 533.1
123 .60000 4?5.00 44.000 1049 .2004 .2245 .3597-02 .5932-03 .4?10 536.3
123 .60000 501.00 45.000 .82C9-OI .9961-01 .1115 .3594-02 .2950-03 .2109 532.8
123 .70000 375.00 46.000 .2672-01 .3245-01 .3536-01 .3593-02 .9600-04 .6832-01 532.0
123 .70000 425.00 47.000 .5313-C1 .6-52-Cl .7227-01 .3=95-02 .1910-03 .'351 533.7
123 .70000 501.00 48.000 .6974-0! .8347-01 .93 7-01 .3593-02 .2470-03 .1762 532.2























DATE 20 NOV 75
	 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION
0f.5 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
TOP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA	 =	 30.00
	 BETA =	 .0000 MACH 6.000
PHI
	 Coco	 PHIS =	 .00co
••• TEST CONDITIONS"*
RUN	 MACH	 RN/L ALPHA	 BETA	 V TO PC PT2
NUMBER	 X10 5 DEG.	 CMG.	 FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT





Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
472.90 53.000 .1600 .1941 .2172 .3582-02 .5730-03 .4195 541.9 81.90
375.00 34.000 .2115 .2563 .2867 .3580-02 .7570-03 .5565 539.2 79.17
425.00 35.000 .1359 .1659 .1856 .3579-02 .4900-03 .3604 538.3 78.28
501.00 35.1100 .5478-01 .0631-01 .7411-01 .3578-02 1950-^3 .1449 536.1 76.13
375.0 37.000 .2909 .3528 .3949 .3582-02 .1042-02 .7633 541.7 81.66
425.	 1 38.000 .2257 .2735 .305-9 .3580-02 .8080-03 .5945 538.6 78.61
501.00 39.000 .5702-01 .6903-01 .7717-01 .3578-C2 .2040-03 .1507 537.0 77.02
400.00 54.000 .5730- 08 .5951-08 .7760-08 .1000 • C6 5 730-C3 .4195 541.9 61.90
375.00 40.000 .:780 .2156 .2411 .3579-02 .6370-03 .4693 537.9 77.88
425.00 41.00o .3113 .3775 .4225 .3582-C2 .11!5-02 .8172 541.7 81.70
501.00 42.000 .6925-01 C462-01 .9462-01 .3579-02 .2500-03 .1942 537.6 77.65
375.00 43.000 .1224 .1482 .1657 .3578-02 .4380-03 .3235 536.1 76.11
425.00 44.000 .3230 .3918 .4396 .3582-02 .1157-02 .8470 542.2 82.21
501.00 45.000 .1247 .1510 .1699 .3578 - 02 .4460 - C3 .3290 53E.1 76.09
375.00 46.000 .4277-01 .5180-01 .5791-01 .3577-02 .1530-03 .1129 535.4 75.35
425.00 47.000 .2212 .2691 .3000 _580-02 .7920-23 . 5-821 539.4 79.37
5.^.1.0:: 48.G0C .9273-01 ICC2 .1!2C 3578-^J2 .2950-03 .2:94 535.9 76.77





























DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION PAGE	 22
OH45 922C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE (ROSU061
TCP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA .0000 MAC!I 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI .	 .0000 PHIS n 	 .0000
•	 TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TC PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R P!.l PSI
/FT
134 6.460 5.313 30.00 .0000 2880. 1157. 2530. 2.594
••• TEST DATA...
RUN X/L Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H C20T TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU; DEG. R DEG. F
FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC
134 .17000 472.90 53.000 .1600 .1981 .2249 .4087-02 .6540-03 .3936 544.7 84.72
134 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2292 .2935 .3215 .4064-02 .9360-C3 5656 542.1 92.10
134 .30000 425.00 35.000 .+52 .1796 .2037 .4CB5-02 .5930-03 3590 5.2.9 B2.89
134 .37000 501.00 36.000 .3751-01 .4629-01 .5243-01 .4079-C2 .1530-C3 9733-01 537.5 77.49
134 .40000 375.00 37.000 .2725 .3371 .3824 .4085-02 .1113-C2 .67:7 543.2 83.16
134 .47000 425.03 38.000 .242L, .2997 .3399 .4084-C2 .9900-03 ^ 1 99 54!.9 9!.99
134 .40070 501.00 39.000 .9777-01 .1208 .1370 .4081-C2 .3990-C3 .2423 539.4 79.41
134 .42500 400.00 54.000 :6540-08 BC97-C8 .9191-08 .1000 . 06 .6540-03 .3936 544.7 84.72
134 .50000 375.00 40.^07 .:392 .1707 .!935 .4081-G2 .5640-03 3>25 539.2 79.24
134 .50000 425.00 41.000 2396 3707 .4207 .4086-C2 lr?4-02 .7379 543.8 83.84
134 .50000 501.00 42.000 .7952-01 .5634-01 .1114 .4082-02 .3250-03 .:975 539.8 79.79
134 .60000 375.00 43.000 .8775-01 .1084 .1226 .4090-02 .3580-03 21'5 539.2 78.25
134 .60000 425.00 44.000 .2389 .3638 .4196 .4085-02 .1221-C2 7366 543.1 83.10
134 EG000 501.00 45.000 .6089-01 .9964-01 .1131 .4080-02 .330'-C3 .2.11 537.9 77.84
134 .70000 375.00 46.000 .1643-01 .2031-01 .2302-01 .4072-02 .670C-04 .4^60-01 536.5 76.49
!34 .70000 425.00 47.000 9230-01 .1;83 !348 .4CB1-C2 .393C-03 .2399 539.7 78.75
134 .70000 501.00 48.000 .6 92-01 .!04 7 .1186 .4079-02 . 3460-03 .2111 537.2 77.22
134 .82500 455.00 49.000 .3:36-_! .3879-C: .4397-01 .4081-C2 .132=-03 --9-Oi 539.0 79.05
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OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE (ROSU08)
PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA =	 1.000 MACH =	 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 -2.000 PHIS =	 .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V To PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEC. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PS!
/FT
130 6.200 3.121 30.00 1.000 3020. 1260. 1706. 1.800
... TEST DATA...
Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H OOOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
472.90 53.000 .9626-01 .1171 .1313 .3532-02 .3400-03 .24 09 540.5 80.48
375.00 34.0,1 .2233 .27:8 .3050 .3534-02 .7890-03 .5552 543.6 83.57
425.00 35.000 .1552 .1887 .2115 .3530-02 .54BO-03 .3993 53S.- 79.43
501.00 36.000 .3941-01 .4782-01 .5353-01 .35?7-02 .1390-03 .9952-01 534 .4 74.44
375.00 37.000 .2706 .3293 .3693 .3533-02 .9560-03 .6760 541.6 81.63
425.00 3B.000 .2651 .3237 .36E9 .3532-02 .94CO-03 .6661 540.2 60.16
501.00 39.000 .5442-01 .6608-01 .7401-01 .3528-02 .1920-03 .1371 535.5 75.54
400.00 54.000 .34LO-08 .4136-08 .4638-08 .:000+06 .3400-03 .2408 540.5 82.49
375.00 40.000 .1581 .1921 .2153 .3529-02 .55eO-03 .3971 537.1 77.11
425.00 41.000 .2999 .3652 .4097 .3534-02 .1060-02 .7478 5,3.0 83.01
501.00 42.0110 .9441-01 .11+6 .1264 .3527-02 .3330-03 .2378 535.0 75.01
375.00 43.000 .1092 .1:25 .1L-94 .3527-02 .3350-C3 .2751 534.9 74.92
42-.00 44.000 .2751 .3349 .3756 .3533-02 .9720-03 .6966 542.2 82.21
501.00 45.000 .9725-01 .1:81 .1323 .3527-02 .3430-03 .2449 534.6 74.59
375.00 46.000 .5899-01 .7161-01 .8018-01 .3526-02 .2080-03 .1497 532.7 72.73
425.00 47,000 .1445 .1755 .1968 .3529-02 .5100-03 .3629 537.0 77.38
501.00 48.000 .7513-01 .9124-01 .1022 .3527-02 .2650-03 .1892 534.0 '3.97
465.00 49.000 .1745 .2121 .2377 .3531-02 .6160-03 .4374 539.1 73.05
DATE 20 NOV 75 OH45 HEATING RATE - COLLATION
OH45 822C7WlllM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
TOP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA -	 30.00 BETA =	 1.000 MACH 6.000
PHI - -2.000 PHIS =	 .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS•••
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
137 6.480 5.244 30.00 1.000 2890. 1164. 2622. 2.528
... TEST DATA...
pUN X/L Z(WL) T/C NO H /HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=C.9 R=0.95 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG. R
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
137 .17000 472.90 53.000 .1571 .1954 .2225 .4061-C2 .6380-03 .3790 559.8
137 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2575 .3199 .3540 .4058-02 IC45-02 .6238 555.8
137 .30000 425.00 35.000 IE9i .2087 .2374 .4057-02 .6820-03 .4081 555.3
137 .30000 501.00 36.000 .36'6-01 .4556-01 .5174-01 .4053-02 .1490-J3 .8985-01 551	 4
137 .40000 375.CO 37.000 .3372 .4193 .4773 .4C60-02 .1369-02 .8141 558.9
137 .40000 425.00 39.000 .2599 .3227 .3671 .4C57-02 .1054-02 .6230 555.0
137 .40000 501.00 39.000 .65°--01 .1064 .1209 .4053-02 .3480-03 .2096 551.9
137 .42500 400.00 54.000 .6360-08 .7^',5-CB .9036-0B .1000 . 06 .6390-03 .3790 559.8
137 .50000 375.00 40.000 .2032 .2521 .28E5 .4055-02 .82-0-03 .4942 553.4
137 .50CCO 425.CC 41.000 3928 45:1 .5135 .4C60-02 .1473-02 .8762 558.5
137 .50000 5001.00 42.000 .8214-01 .1619 .:158 .4054-02 .3330-03 .1999 552.8
137 .60000 375.00 43.000 IC24 .1259 .1442 .4053-02 .4150-03 .2498 552.1
137 .60000 425.00 44.000 .3685 .4581 .5216 .4060-02 .1496-02 .8897 558.8
137 .60000 501.00 45.000 .8539-01 IC58 .1201 .4052-02 .3460-03 .2089 550.5
137 .70000 375.00 46.000 .3135-01 .3883-01 .440E-01 .4051-02 .1270-03 .7672-01 549.5
137 .70000 425.00 47.000 .1605 .1992 .2265 .4055-02 .6510-03 .3905 553.3
137 .70000 501.00 48.000 .7C34-01 .8716-01 .9305-C1 .4052-02 .2850-03 .17:7 55C.9
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OH45 B22C7W11IM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE (ROSU09)
TOP CF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA =	 .0000 MACH =	 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 90.00
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
128 6.140 2.968 30.00 .0009 3080. 1295. 1726. 1.852
-TEST DATA -
X/L Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H /HP,EF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9 P.=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
'8 .17000 472.90 53.000 .1891 .2291 .2562 .3628-02 .6860-03 .5091 542.1 82.06
28 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2326 .2819 .3153 .3629-02 .8440-03 .6252 543.3 83.30
128 .30000 425.00 35.000 .1728 .2094 .2341 .3628-C2 .6270-03 .4655 542.2 82.18
:29 .30000 501.00 36.000 .7117-01 .8614-01 .9627-01 .3625-02 .2580-03 .1924 538.6 78.59
128 .40000 375.00 37.000 .2711 .3287 .3678 .3629-02 .9840-03 .7281 544.4 84.35
129 .40000 425.00 3;.000 .2417 .2929 .3276 .3629-02 .8770-03 .6499 5'13.6 83.!:6
129 .46000 501.00 39.000 .6439-01 .1022 .1142 .36c6-02 .3060-03 .2276 539.4 79.37
122 .42°^0 403.00 54.000 .6850-08 .8311-08 .9295-08 .1000 . 06 .6860-03 .5091 542.1 82.05
123 .50000 375.00 40.000 .14885 .1801 .2014 .3628-02 .5390-03 .3994 543.2 83.16
128 .50000 425.00 1.000 .2919 .35v1 .3963 .3631-02 .1060-02 .7824 546.1 86.07
128 .50000 501.00 42.000 .1078 .1306 .1450 .3627-02 .3910-03 .2903 541.1 81.08
?9 .60000 375.00 43.000 .7862-01 .9516-01 .1064 .3625-02 .2850-03 .2125 539.2 79.23
?9 .60000 425.00 44.000 .2x13 .2926 .3274 .3630-02 .8760-03 .6480 544.9 84.87
?8 .6.;000 501-CO 45.000 .8025-01 .9714-01 IC95 .3626 02 .2910-03 .2169 534.6 73.60
=9 .70000 375.00 46.000 .3448-01 .4173-01 .4664-01 .3625-02 .1250-03 .9325-01 539.6 78.60
-9 .70000 425,00 47.000 .1034 .1252 .1400 .3627-02 .3750-03 .2788 541.2 81.24
.28 .70000 501.00 48.^00 .9159-01 .1109 .1239 .3625-02 .3320-03 .2474 539.0 -9.00
129 .82500 465.00 49.000 .4190-01 .5077-01 .5679-01 .3626-02 .1520-03 .1127 542.1 82.14
.Y6	 Y,	 d4
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OH45 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE (ROSUOSI
TOP OF FUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA n 	 30.00 BETA =	 .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS a	30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS =	 90.00
•	 TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
133 6.460 5.645 30.00 .0000 2870. 1154. 2626. 2.691
• TEST DATA•
RUN X/L Z(WL)' T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.55 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
133 .17000 472.90 53.000 .2758 .3413 .3873 .4155-02 .1146-02 .6891 542.2 82.16
133 .30000 375.00 34.000 .2638 .3264 .37C4 .4155-02 .1096-02 .6590 542.1 82.08
133 .30000 425.00 35.000 .1673 .2u03 .23.7 .4154-02 .6950-03 .4189 541.2 81.17
133 .30000 504.00 36.000 .6357-01 .7857-01 .8909-01 .4153-02 .2540-03 .1595 540.0 80.02
133 .40000 375.00 37.000 .3311 .4C99 .4652 .4156-02 .1376-C2 .8262 543.3 83.35
133 .40000 425.00 33.000 .2513 .3109 .3529 .4155-02 .1044-02 .6277 542.2 82.19
233 .40000 501.00 39.000 .9244-01 .1144 .1258 .4154-02 .3840-03 .2310 541.7 81.59
133 .42500 400.00 54.000 .1146-07 .1418-07 .1609-07 .1000*06 .1146-02 .6891 542.2 82.16
133 .50000 375.00 40.000 .2539 .1903 .2158 .4153-02 .6390-03 .3854 540.7 80.73
133 .50000 425.00 41.000 .3637 .4505 .5115 .4157-02 .1512-02 .9061 544.3 84.30
133 .50000 502.00 42.000 .1194 .1477 .1675 .4153-02 . 4960-03 .2991 540.2 80.22
133 .60000 375.00 43.000 .4605-01 .6014-01 .5819-01 .4152-02 .2020-03 .1220 539.5 79.50
133 .60000 425.00 44.000 .3245 .4019 .4561 .4157-02 .1349-02 .8092 543.9 83.86
133 .60000 501.00 45.000 .7079-Cl .8757-01 .9936-01 .4154-02 .2940-03 .1769 541.4 61.39
133 .70000 375.00 46.000 .1421-01 .1753-01 .1966-01 .4152-02 .5900-04 .3591-01 539.3 79.31
1 33 .70000 425.00 47.000 .1088 .1346 .1529 .4155-02 .4520-03 .2716 542.4 82.43
133 .70000 501.00 48.000 .6993-01 .8636-01 .9796-UI .4153-02 .2900-03 .1748 540.7 80.68










OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE
TCP OF rUSELAGE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA
	 -	 30.00	 BETA 1.000 MACH
PHI
	
- -2.000	 PHIS .	 90.00
-TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN	 MACH	 RN/L ALPHA	 BETA	 V TO PC
NUMBER	 X10 5 DEC.
	 DEG.	 FT/SEC DEG.R PSI
/FT
129
	 6.130	 3.008 30.00	 1.000	 3085. 1299. 1749.
... TEST DATA...




RUB;	 X/L Z(WL) T/C NO
NU"3ER
;'?	 .17000 472.90 53.000
129
	 .30000 375.00 34.000
129	 .30060 425.00 35.000
129	 .30000 501.00 36.000
129	 .»Z-'.3 375.0C 37.000
123	 .4.;00 425.00 38.000
129	 .40000 501.00 39.000
123
	 .42503 400.00 54.000
:29
	 .50030 3,5.00 40.000
123
	 .50,100 415.00 41.000
123	 .50000 501.00 42.000
129
	 .60000 375.00 43.000
;23	 .60700 425.00 44.000
129	 .60000 501.00 45.000
123	 .70000 375.00 46.000
129
	 .70000 425.00 47.000
!29	 .70000 501.00 48.000
;c3




H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H 000T TAW TCAL
R=1.0 ^-O.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R RTU/ DEG. R DEG.	 F
FT25EC FT25EC FT25EC
.2034 .2465 .2757 .3658-02 .7440-03 .5527 544.2 86.17
.2451 .2973 .3326 .3659-02 .8970-03 .6646 546.0 86.04
.1612 .1955 .2187 .3659-02 .5900-03 .4377 544.9 84.90
.3474-01 .4207-01 .4703-01 5556-02 .1270-03 .9465-01 541.3 81.30
.2975 .3609 .4040 .3li61-C2 .1C89-02 .8'46 548.2 68.17
.2551 .3:05 .3-74 .3259-02 .9370-03 .694 E 546.2 85.17
.6727-01 .81"7-01 .9lca-01 . 1-657-02 .2460-C3 .1833 543.0 83.04
.7440-08 .9017-08 .IZZ9-07 .;COO-C6 .7440-03 .5527 544.2 84.17
.1741 .2110 .2350 .3658-02 .6370-03 .4734 544.5 84.46
.3-t79 .4223 .4728 .3602-02 .1274-02 .9396 549.8 89.80
.8914-01 .1080 .1208 .3657-02 .3260-03 .2426 542.7 82.69
.1203 .1459 .1630 .3657-02 .4400-03 .3274 543.0 62.96
.2997 .3626 .4059 .3E52-C2 IC94-C2 .80 72 549.4 89.39
.1042 .1262 .1411 .3657-02 .3910-03 .2837 542.7 62.67
.3364-01 .4075-01 .4557-01 .3656-02 .1230-03 .9158-01 542.1 62.09
.1 769 .21- .2399 3559-C2 .647C-03 .4800 545.7 65.73
.6I00-01 .739.-01 .6225-01 3656-02 .223C-03 .!659 542.3 82.04
.1659 .20225 .2267	 ' .3661-02 .6;10-03 . 6 513 548.2 88.16
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OH45 822C7WI11M4V7F5 FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE (ROSU10)	 -
PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA =	 1.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 -2.000 PHIS 90.00
- TEST CONDITIONS"* --
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO °T2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
132 6.470 6.124 30.00 1.000 2825. 1128. 2606. 2.790
-TEST DATA- ----^
Z(WL) T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF F H ODOT TAW TCAL
R = 1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTv/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
F T2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC
472.90 53.000 .2672 .3317 .3772 .4180-02 .1117-02 .6482 537.3 77.32
375.00 34.000 .2550 .3165 .3599 .4180-02 .1066-02 .6189 537.2 77.18
425.00 35.000 .1888 .2343 .2564 .4179-02 .7890-03 .4584 536.6 76.65
501.00 35.000 .3555-01 .4422-01 .5026-01 .4179-02 .1 4 90-03 .8675-01 535.9 75.88
375.00 37.000 .3835 .4763 .54:9 .4122-02 .16C4-02 9289 538.7 78.72
425.00 39.000 .2495 .3096 .3521 .416'-02 .1043-02 .6059 537.1 77.09
501.00 39.000 .1046 .1297 .1474 .4178-02 .4370-03 .2545 535.7 75.71
400.00 54.000 .1117-07 .1397-07 .1577-07 .101C + C6 .1117-02 .6482 537.3 77.32
375.00 40.000 .1899 .2346 .2669 .4182-02 .7900-03 .4575 539.0 70.96
425.00 41.000 .3826 .4751 .5405 .4182-02 .1600-02 .9266 538.7 78.70
501.00 42.000 .1168 .1449 .1646 .4178-02 .4690-03 .2842 535.8 75.76
375.00 43.000 .9559-01 .1188 .1350 .4190-02 .4000-03 .2324 536.8 76.77
425.00 44.000 .4148 .5152 .5962 .4183-02 .1735-02 1.004 539.3 79.35
501.00 45.000 .9789-01 .1214 .1380 .4178-02 .4090-03 .2380 53°.6 75.60
375.00 46.000 .4213-01 .5223-01 .5935-01 .4178-02 .1760-03 .1026 535.3 75.26
425.00 47.000 .1732 .2150 .2444 .4180-02 .7240-03 .4205 537.2 77.15
501.00 48.000 .9215-01 .1143 .1298 .4179-C2 .3850-03 .2245 535.1 75.12
465.00 49.0:0 .1948 .2421 .2756 .4184-C2 .8150-03 .4702 540.9 80.94
mow
t
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OH45 B22C7WIIiM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 1ROSW021
WING LOWER SURFACE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 25.00 BETA n 	 .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 25.00
PHI .9000 PHIS =	 0000
••• TEST CONDITIONS"-
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
127 6.150 3.034 25.00 .0000 3075. 1293. 1754. 1.858
• TEST DATA ... -
RUN 2Y/B X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
127 .40000 .50000-01 55.000 1.659 2.043 2.310 .3667-02 .6084-02 4.190 592.7 132.7
127 .40000 .10000-00 56.000 1.511 1.856 2.C56 .3663-02 .5535-C2 3.847 586.2 126.2
127 .40000 .20000 57.000 1.194 1.352 1.523 .3655-02 .4035-C2 2.846 5-75.9 115.9
127 .40000 .30000 5x.000 .8527 I.C42 1.173 .3652-C2 .3114-02 2.212 571.0 111.0
127 .40000 .40000 59.000 .7732 .9447 1.053 .3650-02 .2822-02 2.010 569.4 109.4
127 .40000 .50000 60.000 .7103 .8675 .9754 .3649-02 .2592-02 1.850 567.5 107.5
127 .40000 .60000 61.000 C-669 .8141 .9153 .3648-02 .2433-02 1.741 566.0 IG6.0
127 .40000 .70000 62.000 .6265 .7571 .6537 .3647-C2 .2263-02 1.622 564.7 104.7
127 .40000 .80000 63.000 .5416 .6603 .7415 .3645-02 .1974-02 1.420 562.3 102.3
127 .4000O .90000 64.000 .4214 .5133 .5%62 .3643-02 .1535-02 1.IC8 559.8 99.78
127 .60000 .10000.00 55.00 1.526 1.6'.2 2.112 .3669-02 .`584-02 3.901 582.8 122.8
127 .60000 .20000 66.000 1.453 1.781 2.009 .3559-C2 .5315-02 3.723 581.0 121.0
127 .60000 .30000 67.000 1.280 1.569 1.769 .3557-02 .4692-02 3.290 578.6 118.6
127 .66000 .40000 E9.G00 1.199 1.469 1.655 .3656-02 .4383-02 3.CB5 577.3 117.3
127 .60000 .50000 69.030 1.117 1.367 1.539 .3655-02 .4081-02 2.882 575.2 115.2
127 .60000 .60000 70.000 1.019 `.246 1.403 .3553-02 .3721-02 2.635 572.9 112.9
127 .60000 .70000 71.000 .9313 1.138 1.281 .3651-02 .3400-02 2.416 570.7 110.7
127 .60000 BCOCO 72.000 .7682 .9382 1.055 .3649-02 .2803-02 1.999 567 9 107.9
50000 .90000 73.000 .5539 .3647-02 .2020-02 1.448 564.3 104.3
:27 .8-3000 .20000 74.000 1.333 1.632 1.933 .3655-02 .4872-02 3.433 576.8 116.8	 --
127 .86000 .40000 75.000 1.039 '.270 1.429 .'652-02 .3794-02 2.693 571.4 111.4
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	 -	 0000	 PHIS	 = .0000
­ *TEST
 CONDITIONS—*
ALPHA BETA V TO
DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R
35.00 .0000 3020. 1258.
­ TEST DATA•
H/HREF	 H/HREF HREF H
R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R
FT2SEC FT2SEC
1.927 2.183 .3635-02 .5672-02
1.798 2.035 .3531-02 5299-1?2
1.426 1.609 .3F2:	 '2 .4208-02
1.129 1.272 .3616-02 .3335-02
.9704 1.092 .3614-02 .2867-02
.SEE'S .9773 .3611-02 .2567-02
.7897 .8880 .36!0-02 .2334-02
.7354 .8267 .3509-02 .2174-02
.6626 .7444 .36'6-02 .1959-02
.5315 .5966 .3604-C2 .1572-02
1.971 2.229 .3529-02 .5810-02
1.931 2.182 .3627-02 .5692-02
I.E65 1.879 .3624-02 .4911-02
1.543 1.741 .3522-32 .4553-02
1.429 1.611 .3619-02 ,4217-02
1.302 1.465 .3616-02 .3844-02
I.IE5 1.313 .3E15-L2 .34"4-02
.9372 1.054 .361;-02 .2769-02
.6EOC .7643 .3608-02 .201'-02
1.770 1.998 .3623-02 .5222-02
1.504 1.696 .3616-02 .4441-02












DATE 20 NOV 75	 OH45 HEATING RATE - CULLAT10N
OH45	 822C7WI11M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE







	 - .0000	 PHIS	 - .0000
6.000	 ALPHAS - 30.00
••• TEST CONDIT!ONS•••
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC OEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
121 6.150 2.987 30.00 .0000 3060. 1286. 1688. 1.818
-TEST DATA•••
X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
R-1.0 R-0.9 R=0.85 6'U/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
.50000-01 55.000 1.440 1.767 1.993 .3610-02 .5200-02 3.516 570.1 119.1
.10000 . 00 56.000 1.330 1.622 1.834 .3605-02 .4794-02 3.363 5'J.0 113.0
.20000 57.000 .9981 1.217 1.368 .3596-02 .3589-02 2.561 560.7 100.7
.30000 58.000 .7514 .9148 1.025 .3592-02 .2599-02 1.94 3 554.5 94.55
.40000 59.000 .6358 .7748 .8669 .3590-02 .2286-02 1.651 552.4 92.42
.50000 60.000 .5222 .7080 .7937 .3588-02 .2099-02 1.512 550.3 90.30
.600 0 0 61.0000 .5357 .6523 .7310 .Y-:87-02 IW5-02 1.397 549.0 88.99
.70060 62.000 .49C2 .5956 .667L .3586-02 .1759-02 1.278 547.6 87.57
.80000 63.000 .4263 .5175 .5797 .3584-C2 .1528-02 1.1!5 544.9 84.89
.90000 54.CJO .3319 .4027 .4507 .3582-02 .1183-02 .8704 542.2 82.24
.10000+00 65.000 1.292 1.578 1.775 .360C-02 .4651-02 3.296 565.8 105.8
.20000 66.000 1.230 1.502 1.688 .3558-02 4426-02 3.1 4 8 563.2 103.2
.30000 67.000 1.062 1.295 1.455 .3596-02 .3818-02 2.724 560.9 100.9
.40000 68.000 1.008 1.23C 1.381 .3596-02 .3626-02 2.590 56^.1 100.!
.50000 69.0G0 .9416 1.448 1.299 .3595-02 .3365-02 2.424 558.5 99.46
.60000 70.000 .8535 1.040 1.167 .3593-02 .3067-02 2.205 555.7 95.69
.73000 71.000 .7602 .9252 1.038 .3591-C2 .2- 30-02 1.959 553.4 93.40
.80000 72.000 .6070 .7381 .8273 .35?9-02 .2178-C2 1.578 550.2 90.16
.90000 73.000 .4346 .5279 .5912 .3505-02 .1558-02 1.135 546	 1 86.10
.20000 74.000 1.180 1.440 1.617 .3596-02 .4244-02 3.030 560.5 100.5
.40000 75.000 .8650 1.C54 1.182 .3590-02 .3109-02 2.245 552.3 92.32
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OH45 822C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW06t
WING LOWER SURFACE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA n 	 30.00 BETA n 	 .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI n 	 .0000 PHIS n 	 .0000
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA \' TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC OEG.R PSI Psi
/FT
134 6.460 5.313 30.00 .0000 2880. 1157. 2530. 2.594
-TEST DATA-** ^--
RUN 2Y/8 X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREf HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=i.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEC. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
134 .40000 .50000-01 55.000 1.552 1.9'%0 2.266 .4132-02 .6454-02 3.605 587.9 127.9
134 .40000 .10000+00 56.000 1.467 1.844 2.116 .4125-02 .6051-02 3.424 580.6 120.6
134 .40000 .20000 57.000 1.142 1.428 1.632 .4112-02 .4695-C2 2.7i5 558.5 108.5
134 .40000 .30000 ta.000 .8977 1.119 1.277 .4105-C2 .3665-02 2.;55 561.8 101.8 1134 .40000 .40000 59.000 .7843 .9709 1.114 .4103-02 .3218-02 1.889 559.6 99.62
134 .40000 .50000 60.000 .7020 .8734 .9950 .4100-02 .2678-02 1.1596 557.2 97.21
134 .40000 .60000 61.000 .634- .?891 .8985 .4098-02 .2501-C2 1.538 555.5 95.50
134 .40000 .70000 62.000 .5752 .7197 .8191 .4097-02 .2373-02 1.406 553.9 93.91
134 .40000 .80000 63.000 .5042 .6257 .7115 .4094-02 .2064-02 1.229 551.0 91.03
134 .40000 .90000 64.000 .3922 .4561 .5522 .4090-02 .1604-02 .9605 547.8 87.83
134 .60000 .10000.00 65.000 1.448 1.815 2.079 .4119-132 5965-02 3.411 574.7 114.7
134 .60000 .20000 66.000 1.412 1.769 2.C24 .4117-02 .5812-02 3.333 573.1 113.1
!34 .60000 .30000 67.000 1.215 1.520 1.738 .4113-02 .4998-02 2.993 569.8 109.8
134 .60000 .40000 E9.000 1.138 1.423 1.626 .4112-02 .4E20-02 2.707 56E?.3 108.3
134 .60000 .50000 69.000 1.066 1.331 1.520 .4109-C2 .4380-02 2.544 565.7 105.7
134 .60000 .£0000 70.000 .9715 1.212 1.383 .4106-02 .3989-02 2.327 563.1 103.1
134 .60000 .70000 71.000 .8709 1085 1.237 .4104-G2 .3574-02 2.095 560.4 100.4
134 .60000 .80000 72.000 .70C2 .87!3 .9925 .4100-02 .2871-02 1.692 557.1 97.12
134 .Sncoo .90000 73.GCu^ .50:3 .C-2ns .7082 .4095-C2 .2053-02 1.220 552.3 92.30
134 .80000 .2GOo0 74.000 1.333 1.656 1.904 .4112-02 .5481-02 3.171 568.0 108.0
134 .80000 L0000 75.000 1.0=2 1.311 1.495 .4105-02 .4317-C2 2.526 551.5 101.5
134 .80000 .60000 76.000 .9030 I.i20 1.277 .4102-02 .3692-02 2.172 559.4 98.-5
I
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	 30.00	 BETA	 1.000	 MACH
PHI
	 - -2.000	 PHIS	 .0000
rAGE 33
(ROSW08)
6.000	 ALPHAS - 30.00
•	 TEST ^ONDiTIONS•••
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO DT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
130 6.200 3.121 30.00 1.000 3020. 1260. 1706. 1.800
••• TEST DATA...
RUN 2Y/8 X/C T/C NO H/HREF H,HREF H/HREF HREF H OCOT 'AW TCAL
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ CEG.	 R DEG.	 F
FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC
130 .40000 .50000-n1 55.000 1.392 1.724 1.957 .3572-02 .4972-02 3.256 593.7 133.7
130 .40000 .10000+00 56.000 1.342 1.657 1.878 .3567-02 .4786-02 3.169 586.7 126.7
130 .40000 .?0000 57.000 !.014 1.246 1.406 .3556-02 .3605-02 2.'	 : 57:.6 111.6
130 .40000 .50000 58.000 .8003 .9605 1.103 .3550-02 .2841-02 1.9-7 553.2 103.2
130 .40000 .40000 59.000 .6899 .8445 .9510 .3547-02 .2447-02 1.684 560.3 100.3
130 .4noo0 .50000 60.000 .6223 7610 .8564 .3545-02 .2206-02 1.525 557.3 97.30
130 .43000 .60000 61.000 .5707 .6375 .7646 .3543-02 .2022-02 1.402 555.2 95.19
130 .40000 .70000 62.000 .5152 6292 .7075 .3542-02 .1825-02 1.269 553.1 93.09
130 .40000 .80000 63.000 .4487 .5473 .6149 .3539-02 .1588-02 1.110 549.6 89.56
130 .40000 .90000 64.000 .3585 .14369 .4905 .3536-C2 .1268-02 .89:1 545.7 25.72
130 .60000 .10000.00 65.000 1.369 1.686 1.907 .3562-02 .4874-02 3.261 579.6 113.6
130 .60000 .20000 66.000 1.261 553 1.756 .3561-02 .4491-C2 3.Cil 578.3 118.3
130 .60000 .30000 67.000 1.111 1.366 1.544 .3558-02 .3953-02 2.665 574.2 114.2
130 .60000 .140000 68.000 1.048 1.289 1.454 .357-02 .3727-32 2.520 572.6 112.6
130 .60000 .50000 69.000 1.000 1.228 1.396 .3554-02 .3554-02 2.414 559.5 1C9.5
130 .50000 .60000 70.000 .9364 1.148 1.295 .3552-02 .3326-C2 2.2271 5E6.0 IC6.0
130 .60000 .70000 71.000 .8532 1.045 1.178 .3549-02 .3028-02 2.0 78 552.3 102.3
13C .60000 .80007 72.000 .6215 .8335 .9381 .3545-02 .2416-02 I.E_3 557.6 97.63
130 .60000 e:1_0C 73.000 .14E^3 .5937 .6674 3541-C2 .1722-02 _? 5°-2.1 92.07
130 .80000 .20u00 74.000 1.223 1.5:•8 1.703 . 355-02 .4365-C2 Z.95r- 571.5 111.5
130 .80000 .40010 75.000 .5625 1.203 1.355 .3548-02 .3486-02 2.396 561.3 101.3
O v0
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BETA	 = 1.000	 MACH	 E.000	 ALPHAS - 30.00
PHI	 = -2.000	 PHIS	 = .0000
Q•• -EST CONDITIONS•••
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
137 6.480 5.244 30.00 1.000 2890. 1164. 2622. 2.528
... TEST DATA...
RUN 2Y/B X/C T/C NO H HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H 000T TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
137 .40000 .50000-01 55.000 1.602 2.035 2.353 .4107-02 .6581-02 3.603 606.0 146.0
137 .40000 .10000+00 56.000 1.551 1.963 2.263 .4100-02 .6360-02 3.530 598.4 138.4
137 .40000 .20000 57.000 1.172 1.474 1.692 .4CB7-02 .4792-02 2.724 585.1 125.1
137 .40000 .30000 59.000 .8706 1.092 1.250 .4020-02 .3552-02 2.0 4 3 578.3 116.3
137 .4000C .40000 59.000 .7705 .9720 1.113 .4078-C2 .3167-02 1.828 576.3 116.3
137 .40000 .50000 60.000 .7144 .8939 1.022 .4076-02 .2912-C2 1.688 573.8 113.8
137 .40000 .60000 61.000 .6591 .8239 .9417 .4074-02 .2695-02 1.562 571.8 111.9
137 .40000 .70000 62.000 .6735 .7540 .6614 .4072-02 .2458-02 1.434 569.9 109.9
137 .40000 .80000 63.000 E321 .6633 .7575 .4C69-02 .2165-02 1.270 566.8 106.8
137 .40000 .90000 64.000 .4054 .5062 .5770 .4065-02 .1652-C2 .9755 563.1 103.1
137 .60000 .10000-00 65.CG0 1.498 1.891 2.176 .4095-C2 .6135-02 3. 4 30 593.1 133.1
137 .60000 .20000 65.000 1.406 1.774 2.040 .4093-C2 .5756-02 3.236 591.4 131.4
137 .60700 .30000 67.000 1.209 1.521 1.748 .4090-12 .4940-C2 2.793 589.2 128.2
137 .60000 .40000 69.000 1.119 1.408 1.617 .4093-02 .4574-C2 2.591 587.0 127.0
137 .60CU0 .50000 69.000 1.052 1.322 1.517 .4087-C2 .4239-02 2.445 584.7 124.7
137 .60000 .60000 70.000 .9622 1.216 1.394 .4084-02 .3954-02 2.259 582.1 122.1
137 .60000 .70000 71.000 .8926 1.107 1.268 .4081-02 .3602-02 2.068 579.4 119.4
137 .60000 .80000 72.000 .7293 .9133 1.045 .4676-C2 .2974-02 1.718 575.8 115.8
137 .60000 .90070 73.000 .5380 .6712 .7673 .4071-02 .2190-02 1.279 569.4 109.4
137 .80000 .20000 74.000 1.336 1.681 1.930 .4088-02 .5463-02 3.102 585.6 125.6
137 .80000 .40000 75.000 .9919 1.231 1.409 .4080-02 .4006-02 2.306 577.9 117.9
137 .80000 .60000 76.000 .8-+67 1.060 1.213 .4077-02 .3452-02 1.995 575.5 115.5
^	 '^	 I
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OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE 1ROSW091	 -
WING LOWER SURFACE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00	 BETA a	 .0000 MACH 6.000	 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI .0000	 PHIS .	 90.00
•	 TEST CONDITIONS—
RUN	 MACH	 RN/L ALPHA BETA	 V TO PO PT2
NUMBER	 X10 5 DEG. DEG.	 FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
128	 6.140	 2.968 30.00 .0000	 3080. 1296. 1726. 1.852	 t
• TEST DATA...
RUN 2Y/8 X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 0=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEG.	 F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
128 .40000 .50000-01 55.000 1.437, 1.769 2.000 .3555-02 .5256-02 3.37 593.8 133.8
128 .40000 .1000O.00 56.000 1.374 1.668 1.906 .3651-02 .532-C2 3.509 587.1 127.1
128 .40000 .20000 57.000 1.015 1.242 1.398 .3652-02 .3709-02 2.632 574.5 Ii4.5
128 .40000 .30000 59.000 .7974 .9736 1.095 .3647-02 .2908-02 2.092 5;ZB.4 108.4
128 .40000 .40000 59.000 .7046 .6599 .9664 .3646-C2 .2569-02 1.844 566 8 106.8
128 .40600 .50000 60.000 .6508 .7937 .8916 .3645-02 .2372-02 1.707 564.7 104.7
128 .40000 .60000 E1.000 .5999 .7!91 .8075 .3643-02 .2149-02 1.550 563.0 103.0
122 .40000 .70000 E2.000 .5324 .61+87 .7292 .3542-02 .1939-02 1.402 561.4 101.4
128 .40000 .80000 63.000 .4637 .5645 .6332 .3640-02 .1698-02 1.226 558.1 98.15
128 .40000 .90000 64.000 .3555 .4322 u6L-5 .3637-02 .1233-02 .9444 554.0 94.04
128 .60600 .10000.00 55.000 1.371 !.682 1.699 .3559-02 .5016-02 3.511 584.4 124.4
128 .60000 .20000 65.000 1.291 1.787 .3558-02 .4723-02 3.311 593.3 123.3
128 .60000 .30000 67.000 1.133 1.369 1.564 .3E55-02 .4140-02 22.918 579.7 119.7
128 .60000 .40000 E8.030 I.G51 1.287 1.450 .3654-02 .3840-02 2.712 572.1 119.!
128 .60000 .50000 69.000 .9789 1.198 1.349 .3652-02 .3575-02 2.534 575.5 '15.5
129 .60000 .60000 70.00 .9!53 1.119 I.259 .3653-C2 .3341-02 2.380 572.0 112.0
128 .63000 .70000 71.000 .8331 1.017 1.144 .3648-C2 .3039-02 2.174 568.9 108.9
129 .60000 .20000 72.000 .6X92 .8271 .9291 .3545-T2 .2472-02 1."7'9 264.6 104.6
128 .60000 .90000 73.000 .4799 .5843 .6556 .3640-02 .1747-02 1.263 558.7 98.73
129 .80000 .20000 74.000 1.193 1.463 1.649 .4354-C2 3.CE3 591.3 121.3
128 .80000 .40000 75.000 .9079 1.1116 1.249 .365E-C2 . M4-02 2.361 571.8 111.8
AL-6.
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OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (RQSW09)
WING LOWER SURFACE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA =	 30.00 BETA a	 .0000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI =	 .0000 PHIS -	 90.00
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
/FT
133 6.460 5.645 30.00 .0000 2870. 1154. 2626. 2.691
-TEST DATA***
PUN 2Y/B X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG.	 R DEG.	 F
FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC
133 .40000 .5G000-01 55.000 1.765 2.219 2.548 .4196-02 .7404-02 4.169 580.5 120.5
133 .40000 .10000*00 56.000 1.590 1.994 2.284 .4189-02 .6660-02 3.792 574.2 114.2
133 .40000 .2,000 57.000 1.152 1.440 1.645 .4181-02 .4817-02 2.782 556.1 106.1
133 .40000 .30000 58.000 .8556 I.C68 1.219 .4177-02 .3574-02 2.077 562.5 102.5
133 .4 0 00 .40000 59.000 .7225 .9013 1.029 .4176-02 .3017-02 1.755 562.0 102.0
133 .40000 .50000 60.000 .6402 .7993 .9107 .4175-02 .2673-02 1.558 560.7 100.7
133 .40000 .60000 61.000 .5791 .7216 .8230 .4174-02 .2417-02 1.412 559.5 99.49
133 .40000 .7000010 62.000 .5256 .6547 .7463 .4172-02 .2193-02 1.284 558.2 98.23
133 .40000 .80000 63.000 .4682 .5K5 .6634 .4169-02 .1952-02 1.148 555.2 95.24
133 .40000 .90000 64.000 .3577 .4443 .5055 .4165-02 .1490-02 .8915 551.9 91.93
133 .60000 .10000.00 65.000 1.565 1.962 2.245 .4186-02 .6557-02 3.754 571.0 11;.0
133 .60000 .200000 66.000 1.503 11.881 2.152 .4185-02 .6290-02 3.609 569.8 109.8
133 .60000 .30000 57.000 1.280 1.601 1.831 .4183-02 .5355-02 3.081 568.3 ICB.3
133 .60000 .40000 68.000 1.188 1.486 1.699 .4183-02 .4971-02 2.862 567.8 107.8
133 .60000 .50000 69.000 1.C85 1.357 1.551 .4181-02 .4539-02 2.619 566.5 106.5
133 .60000 .60000 70.000 .9966 1.245 1.422 .4179-02 .4165-02 2. 4 12 564.6 104.6
133 .60000 .70000 71.000 .9126 1.139 1.300 .4177-02 .3812-02 2.216 562.3 102.3
133 .60000 .80000 72.000 .7376 .9191 1.048 .4173-02 .3078-02 1.799 559.3 99.29
133 .6CJ00 .90,00 73:000 .5131 .639; .7267 .4169-02 .2139-02 1.260 554.8 94.77
133 .80000 .20000 74.000 1.322 1.655 1.8°2 .4184-02 .5533-02 3.180 568.9 108.9
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OH45	 822C7WII1M4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE
	 (ROSW10)
WING LOWER SURFACE	 PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA = 30.00
	
BETA	 i.000	 MACH	 = 6.000	 ALPHAS - 3C.00
PHI
	 = -2.000	 PHIS	 = 90.00
-TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER X10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI ^S1
/FT
129 6.130 3.008 30.00 1.000 3085. 1299. 1749. 1.878
... TEST DATA...
X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF HREF H ODOT TAW TCAL
R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. F
FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC
.50000-01 55.000 1.485 1.828 2.067 .3696-02 .5488-02 3.795 595.7 135.7
.10000 . 00 56.000 1.412 1.735 1.959 .3691-02 .5213-02 3.640 589.0 129.0
.20000 57.000 1.039 1.271 1.431 .3682-02 .3924-02 2.719 576.2 116.2
.30000 58.000 .8,031 .9607 I.1C3 .3677-02 .2953-02 2.118 570.1 110.1
.40000 59.000 .7195 .8783 .9872 .3676-C2 .2645-02 1.901 568.6 108.6
.50000 60.000 .6604 .8055 .9051 .3575-02 .227-02 1.749 555.5 105.5
.60000 61.C30 .6118 .7458 .8376 .3673-02 .2247-02 1.624 564.7 104.7
.70000 62.,000 .54c8 .6614 .7426 .36-2-02 .1993-02 1.443 553.0 103.0
.80010 63.000 .46==2 .5675 .6357 3570-C2 .1'.11-02 1.245 559.9 99.86
.90000 64.030 .3638 .4424 .4959 .3667-02 .1334-02 .9755 555.9 95.93
.10009 . 00 65.000 1.394 1.710 1.930 .3669-C2 .5141-02 3.607 595.0 126.0
.20000 66.000 1.320 1.620 1.827 3688-C2 .4870-02 3.422 584.6 124.6
.30000 67.000 1.161 1.422 1.603 .3665-02 .4277-12 3.020 581.2 121.2
.40^90 68.000 1.085 1.329 1.499 .3684-02 .3999-02 2.629 579.9 119.9
.50000 69.000 1.011 1.237 1.393 .3-83-C2 .3723-02 2.643 577.5 117.5
.60000 70.000 .9337 1.142 1.295 3680-02 .3436-02 2.451 574.0 114.0
.70000 71.000 .1=594 I.C50 1.191 .3678-C2 .3151-02 2.265 571.0 111.0
.80000 72.000 .7072 .8628 .9694 .3675-02 .2599-02 1.872 566.8 106.8
.90000 73.000 .5056 .6157 .6909 .3671-02 .1856-02 1.348 550.9 100.9
.20000 74.100 1.1190 1.454 '.645 .3666-02 .43B7-02 3.092 582.5 122.5
.40000 75.100 .8637 1.080 1.214 .3579-02 .3251-02 2.326 571.9 111.9
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OH45 B22C7WIIIM4V7F5 WING LOWER SURFACE (ROSW10)
WING LOWER SURFACE PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA n 	 30.00 BETA 1.000 MACH 6.000 ALPHAS	 30.00
PHI - -2.000 PHIS .	 90.00
***TEST CONDITIONS-
RUN MACH RN/L ALPHA BETA V TO PO PT2
NUMBER x10 5 DEG. DEG. FT/SEC DEG.R PSI PSI
,'FT
132 6.470 6.124 30.00 1.000 2925. 1128. 2606. 2.790
***TEST DATA-
RUN 2Y/B X/C T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H /HREF HREF H COOT TAW TCAL
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R=0.85 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. F
FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC
132 .40000 .50000-01 55.000 1.410 1.796 2.090 .4242-02 .5992-02 3.143 592.5 132.5
132 .40000 .10000+00 56.000 1.732 2.174 2.493 .4210-02 .7290-02 4.1240 553.7 103.7
132 .40000 .20000 57.000 1.184 1.483 1.697 .4203-02 .4978-02 2.790 557.4 97.41
'.32 .40000 .30000 58.000 .8614 1.077 1.232 .4200-02 .3618-02 2.037 555.0 94.98
132 .40700 .40000 59.000 .7326 .9235 I.J56 .4200-C2 .3102-02 1.746 555.0 94.95
132 .40000 .500J0 60.000 .6662 .8-.28 .9519 .4200-02 .2798-02 1.577 554.2 94.24
132 .40000 .60000 61.000 E049 .750 .8639 .4199-02 .2540-02 1.434 553.4 93.39
132 .40000 .70000 62.000 .5512 .6986 .7666 .4198-02 .2314-02 1.308 552.5 92.54
132 .40000 .90000 63.000 .4168 .5218 .5970 .4203-02 .1752-02 .9923 557.2 97.i9
!32 .4^000 .90000 64.000 .79!9 .4794 5456 .4192-02 .1609-02 .9181 547.4 87.44
132 .60000 .10000.00 65.000 1.673 2.100 2.4016 .4209-02 .7042-C2 3.910 562.6 IC2.6
132 .60000 Ll^000 66.000 1.552 1.947 2.231 .4209-^2 .6530-02 3.631 561.9 101.9
132 .60700 .3r.000 67.000 1.325 1.662 1.904 .4207-02 .5576-G2 3.105 551.1 101.1
132 .601200 40LCO 62.00.0 1.2:8 1.527 1.749 .4c07-C2 .5124-C2 2.854 560.9 100.9
132 .60000 .50000 69.000 1.121 1.405 1.609 .4207-02 .4715-02 2.628 560.4 IG0.4
132 .60000 .60000 70-COC 1.028 1.288 1.475 .4205-02 .4324-02 2.417 558.8 98.83
132 .60000 -0000 71.000 .9412 1.178 1.349 .4203-02 .3956-02 2.219 556.9 96.89
132 .60000 .80000 72.000 .7660 .9577 1.095 .4200-02 .3217-02 1.912 554.5 94.49
132 .60000 .90000 73.000 .5501 .6863 .7834 .4194-02 .2307-02 1.3!1 549.7 99.70
132 .80000 .20000 1.334 1.673 1.9'6 .4207-02 .5613-02 3.123 560.6 100.6
132 .80060 .40000 75.J00 .9707 1.214 1.398 .4201-02 .4C78-02 2.294 555.3 95.26
-J
